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Preface
Since 1999 the ECML/PKDD embraces the tradition of organizing a Discovery
Challenge, allowing researchers to develop and test algorithms for novel and
real world datasets. This year’s Discovery Challenge1 presents a dataset from
the field of social bookmarking to deal with two important tasks in this area:
the detection of spam and the recommendation of tags. The results submitted
by the challenge’s participants are presented at an ECML/PKDD workshop on
September 15th, 2008, in Antwerp.
The dataset provided has been created using data of the social bookmark
and publication sharing system BibSonomy2 , operated by the organizers of this
challenge. The training data was released on May 5th 2008, the test data on July
30th. The participants had time until August 1st to submit their results. This
gave researchers 12 weeks time to tune their algorithms on a complete snapshot
of a real world folksonomy dataset and 48 hours to compute results on the test
data.
Spam Detection in Social Bookmarking Systems. With the growing popularity
of social bookmarking systems, spammers use this service as a playground for
their activities. Usually, they pursue two goals when placing links in the system:
Attracting people to advertising sites and increasing the PageRank of their sites
by collecting links in as many popular Web 2.0 sites as possible. A high PageRank
leads to an increase of visibility in Google and other search engines. Common
spam counter-measures such as captchas do not sufficiently prevent spammers
from misusing the system. In our system, we were able to collect data of more
than 2,000 active users and (despite the implementation of captchas for the
registration of new users) more than 25,000 spammers by manually labelling
spammers and non-spammers in the system. The challenge’s dataset consists
of these users and their posts. This includes all public information such as the
URL, the description and all tags of the post. The goal of this challenge is to
learn a model which predicts whether a user is a spammer or not. In order to
detect spammers in a running system as early as possible, the model should
make accurate predictions about users even if they only have few posts.
Tag Recommendation in Social Bookmarking Systems. To support the user during the tagging process and to facilitate the tagging, BibSonomy includes a tag
recommender. When a user finds an interesting web page (or publication) and
posts it to BibSonomy, the system offers up to ten recommended tags on the
posting page. The goal of the recommendation task is to learn a model which
effectively predicts the keywords a user has in mind when describing a web page
(or publication).
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Results. More than 150 participants registered for the mailing list which enabled
them to look at the dataset. At the end, we received 18 submissions — 13
for the spam detection task and 5 for the tag recommendation task. Thirteen
participants additionally submitted a paper — 11 of those were accepted and
can be found in the proceedings at hand.
The 13 submitted solutions of the spam competition were evaluated by computing the AUC value [1]. The winning team has an AUC value of 0.98. Only
two results were below the random baseline, which shows the high quality of the
submissions. The proposed approaches varied between those heavily reliant on
feature engineering and approaches comparing many different machine learning
methods (among them kNN, SVM, Neural Networks, Naive Bayes Classifier or
Regression Models).
The winners, A. Gkanogiannis and T. Kalamboukis from Athens University,
use a text classification approach with a classifier which refines the solution
similar to approaches known from the area of relevance feedback. They consider
all posts of a user as a unified item or as a kind of “text document”, which is
further preprocessed and used in the model. The second team, J.F. Chevalier
and P. Gramme (Vadis Consulting) base their approach on a clever methodology
to extract features combined with a ridge regression method. C. Kim and K.-B.
Hwang from Soongsil University are third ranked by using a naive bayes classifier
on a selected set of tags. The selection process is driven by mutual information
and a restriction of tags to known tags from the test dataset.
A combination of a language model and kNN is used by Bogers and Bosch,
links of a co-occurrence network of tags and resources form the basis in the
work of Krestel and Chen, and text clustering is the underlying technique to
get an extended feature set combined with a text classification approach in Kyriakopoulou and Kalamboukis. Madkour et. al. investigate the applicability of
kNN, Gaussian process, SVM, Neural Networks and NN combined with SVM
for the spam prediction task and Neubauer and Obermayer use co-occurrence,
network and text features to set up an SVM model. All the approaches demonstrate the applicability of machine learning methods to solve the spam prediction
task.
Unfortunately, we received only three submissions for the tag recommender
challenge. The winners with an F-Measure of 0.19 are M. Tatu and colleagues
from Lymba Corporation. They use a natural language approach to generate tag
recommendations. The approach includes an extensive preprocessing to clean the
data. The good results mainly stem from an extension of the folksonomy data
with conceptual information from Wordnet and from further external resources.
M. Lipczak (Dalhousie University) is second. He developed a three step approach
which utilizes words from the title expanded by a folksonomy driven lexicon,
personalized by the tags of the posting user. Katakis et. al. from the Aristotle
University of Thessaloniki come in third by considering the recommender task
as a multilabel text classification problem with tags as categories.
As the topic of this year’s challenge is related to the topic of the workshop:
“Wikis, Blogs, Bookmarking Tools — Mining the Web 2.0 Workshop”, we think

that both events will benefit from each other. By collocating the challenge workshop and the Mining the Web 2.0 Workshop we combine different contributions
of the same community and hope to enable fruitful discussions of results, challenges and ideas in this field.
We thank all participants of the challenge for their contributions and the organizers of the ECML/PKDD 2008 conference for their support. We are looking
forward to a very exciting and interesting workshop.
Kassel, August 2008
Andreas Hotho, Beate Krause, Dominik Benz, Robert Jäschke
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Abstract. This paper describes our approach to the spam detection task of
the 2008 ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge. Our approach focuses on the use
of language models and is based on the intuitive notion that similar users
and posts tend to use the same language. We compare using language models
at two different levels of granularity: at the level of individual posts, and
at an aggregated level for each user separately. To detect spam users in the
system, we let the users and posts that are most similar to incoming users and
their posts determine the spam status of those new users. We ﬁrst rank all
users in the system by KL-divergence of the language models of their posts—
separately and combined into user proﬁles—and the language model of the
new post or user. We then look at the spam labels assigned to the most similar
users in the system to predict a spam label for the new user. We evaluate on
a snapshot of the social bookmarking system BibSonomy made available for
the Discovery Challenge. Our approach achieved an AUC score of 0.9784 on
an internal validation set and an AUC score of 0.9364 on the ofﬁcial test set
of the Discovery Challenge.
Key words: Social bookmarking, language modeling, spam detection, BibSonomy
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Introduction

A prominent feature of the Web 2.0 paradigm is a shift in information access from
local and solitary, to global and collaborative. Instead of storing, managing, and
accessing personal information on only one speciﬁc computer or browser, personal
information management and access has been moving more and more to the Web.
Social bookmarking websites are clear cases in point: instead of keeping a local copy
of pointers to favorite URLs, users can instead store and access their bookmarks
online through a Web interface. The underlying application then makes all stored
information sharable among users, allowing for improved searching and generating
recommendations between users with similar interests.
Any system that relies on such user-generated content, however, is vulnerable
to spam in one form or another. Indeed, many other electronic systems that allow
users to store, share, and ﬁnd online resources have also come under attack from
spamming attempts in recent years. Search engines, for instance, suffer increasingly
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from so-called spamdexing attempts with content especially created to trick search
engines into giving certain pages a higher ranking for than they deserve [1]. Spam
comments are also becoming an increasingly bigger problem for websites that allow
users to react to content, like blogs and video and photo sharing websites [2].
Social websites and social bookmarking services have been becoming an increasingly popular part of the Web, but their focus on user-generated content also makes
them vulnerable to spam, threatening their openness, interactivity, and usefulness
[3]. Motivation for spamming can range from advertising and self-promotion to
disruption and disparagement of competitors. Spamming is economically viable because the barrier for entry into the abused systems is generally low and because
it requires virtually no operating costs beyond the management of the automatic
spamming software. In addition, it is often difﬁcult to hold spammers accountable
for their behavior.
Spam for social bookmarking is a growing problem and this has been acknowledged by making it one of the tasks of the 2008 ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge,
along with tag recommendation. In this paper, we focus on the spam detection task
alone. Our approach to spam detection is based on the intuitive notion that spam
users will use different language than ‘legitimate’ users when posting resources to a
social bookmarking system. We detect new spam users in the system by ﬁrst ranking
all the old users in the system by the KL-divergence of the language models of their
posts—separately and combined into user proﬁles—and the language model of the
new user or post. We then look at the spam labels assigned to the most similar users
in the system to predict a spam label for the new user.
The paper is structured as follows. We start off by reviewing the related work
in the next section, followed by a description of the task and the data set, our preprocessing steps, and our evaluation setup in Section 3. In Section 4, we discuss
our approach to the spam detection task. Our results are presented in Section 5. We
discuss our ﬁndings and conclude in Section 6.

2

Related Work

Spam issues in social bookmarking services have received relatively little attention
so far. Heymann et al. (2007) examined the relationship between spam and social
bookmarking in detail and classiﬁed the anti-spam strategies commonly in practice
into three different categories: prevention, detection, and demotion [3]. Preventionbased approaches are aimed at making it difﬁcult to contribute spam content to
the social bookmarking system by restricting certain types of access through the
interface (such as CAPTCHAs) or through usage limits (such as post or tagging
quota).
Spam detection methods try to identify likely spam either manually or automatically, and then act upon this identiﬁcation by either deleting the spam content or
visibly marking it as such for the user [3]. To our knowledge, the only published
effort of automatic spam detection for social bookmarking comes from Krause et al.
(2008) who investigated the usefulness of different machine learning algorithms
and features to automatically identify spam [4]. They tested their algorithms on a
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data dump of the BibSonomy system. This data set was not the same as the one
used in the 2008 Discovery Challenge and contained many features not available
for the Discovery Challenge task.
Demotion-based strategies, ﬁnally, focus on reducing the prominence of content
likely to be spam. Rank-based methods, for instance, try to produce orderings of
the system’s content that are both more accurate and more resistant to spam [3]. A
demotion-based strategy for combating spam is described by Heymann et al. (2007)
and described in more detail in Koutrika et al. (2007). They constructed a simpliﬁed
model of tagging behavior in a social bookmarking system and compared different
ranking methods for tag-based browsing. They investigated the inﬂuence of various
factors on these rankings, such as the proportion and behavior of spam users and
tagging quota [5], and found that ranking methods that take user similarity into
account are more resistant to manipulation.
If we cast our nets a bit wider than just social bookmarking, we can ﬁnd more
anti-spam approaches in related ﬁelds, such as blogs. Mishne et al. (2005) were
among the ﬁrst to address the problem of spam comments in blogs and used language model disagreement between the blog post itself, the comments, and any
pages linked to from the comments to identify possible spam comments [2]. In
2006, the TREC Blog Track also paid attention the problem of blog spam [6].
Finally, the data set for the 2008 Discovery Challenge is based on the BibSonomy
social bookmarking service and, in addition to spam detection and tag recommendation, more research has been done using this system. See [4] for a short overview
of the related work.

3

Methodology

3.1

Task description

We include a brief description of the spam detection task and the data in this section
to allow this paper to be self-contained. The goal of the spam detection task of
the Discovery Challenge was to automatically detect spam users in the provided
snapshot of BibSonomy. The goal was to learn a model that can predict whether a
user is a spammer or not. An added requirement was that the model should make
good predictions for initial posts made by new users, in order to detect spammers
as early as possible. This decision to identify spam at the user level—instead of at
the post level—means that all of a user’s posts are automatically labelled as spam.
This decision was justiﬁed earlier1 in Krause et al. (2008) by the observation that
users with malicious intent often attempt to hide their motivations with non-spam
posts [4]. In addition, Krause et al. also cite workload reduction as a reason for the
decision to classify at the user level.
1

Krause et al. are also the organizers of the 2008 Discovery Challenge, hence the same
justiﬁcation applies. Unfortunately, it is not clear if the results reported in their 2008 paper
were achieved on the same data set as the one made available for the Discovery Challenge.
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Data

For the spam detection task a snapshot was made available of the BibSonomy system as a MySQL dump, which consisted of all resources posted to BibSonomy between its inception and March 31, 2008. Two types of resources are present in the
data set: bookmarks and BibTeX records. The training data set contained ﬂags that
identify users as spammers or non-spammers. The Discovery Challenge organizers
were able to collect data of more than 2,400 active users and more than 29,000
spammers by manually labeling users. These labels were included in the data set
for training and tuning parameters. Table 1 shows some simple statistics of the data
set and illustrates the skewness present in the data set, both in terms of spammers
and ‘legitimate’ users, and looking at the strong preference for bookmarks among
spammers and BibTeX among legitimate users.
Table 1. Statistics of the BibSonomy data set.
count
resources
14,074,956
bookmark, spam
13,257,519
bookmark, clean
596,073
BibTeX, spam
1,240
BibTeX, clean
220,124
users
31,715
spam
29,248
clean
2,467
average posts/user
59.8
spam
55.6
clean
108.9
tags
424,963
spam
69,902
clean
379,888
average tags/post
7.5
spam
8.2
clean
3.0

As mentioned before, two types of resources can be posted: bookmarks and BibTeX records, the latter with a magnitude more metadata available. In our approach
we decided to treat BibTeX records and bookmarks the same and thus use the same
format to represent them both. We represented all resource metadata in an TRECstyle SGML format using 4 ﬁelds: <TITLE>, <DESCRIPTION>, <TAGS>, and <URL>. For
the bookmarks, the title information was taken from the book_description ﬁeld,
whereas the title ﬁeld was used for the BibTeX records. The <DESCRIPTION> ﬁeld
was ﬁlled with the book_extended ﬁeld for bookmarks, whereas the following ﬁelds
were used for the BibTeX records: journal, booktitle, howPublished, publisher,
organization, description, annote, author, editor, bibtexAbstract, address,
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school, series, and institution. For both resource types all tags were added
to the <TAGS> ﬁeld. The URLs extracted from the book_url and url ﬁelds were
pre-processed before they were used: punctuation was replaced by whitespace and
common preﬁxes and sufﬁxes like www, http://, and .com were removed. Figure 1
shows an example of an instance of our XML representation.
<DOC>
<DOCNO> 694792 </DOCNO>
<TITLE>
When Can We Call a System Self-Organizing
</TITLE>
<DESCRIPTION>
ECAL Carlos Gershenson and Francis Heylighen
</DESCRIPTION>
<TAGS>
search agents ir todo
</TAGS>
<URL>
springerlink metapress openurl asp genre article issn 0302 9743
volume 2801 spage 606
</URL>
</DOC>

Fig. 1. An example of one of the posts (#694792) in our SGML representation.

Other than the data present in the provided data set, we did not use any other,
external information, such as, for instance, the PageRank of the bookmarked Web
page.
3.3

Evaluation

To evaluate our different approaches and optimized parameters, we divided the
data set up into a training set of 80% of the users and a validation set of the remaining 20%. We evaluated our approaches on this validation set using the standard measures of AUC (area under the ROC curve) and F-score, the harmonic mean
of precision and recall, with β set to 1. We optimized k using AUC rather than Fscore, as AUC is less sensitive to class skew than F-score [7], and the data is rather
skewed with 12 spam users for every clean user. For the ﬁnal predictions on the
ofﬁcial test set we used all of the original data as training material.

4
4.1

Spam Detection
Language Models for Spam Detection

Our approach to spam detection is based on the intuitive notion that spam users
will use different language than legitimate users when posting resources to a social
bookmarking system. By comparing the language models of posts made by spammers and posts made by legitimate users, we can use the divergence between the
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models as a measure of (dis)similarity. After we have identiﬁed the k most similar
posts or users using language modeling, we classify new users as spam users or
genuine users by scoring these new users by how many spam posts and how many
clean posts were found to be similar to it.
Language models [8] are a class of stochastic n-gram models, generally used
to measure a degree of surprise in encountering a certain new span of text, given
a training set of text. The core of most language models is a simple n-gram word
prediction kernel that, based on a context of two or three previous words, generates
a probability distribution of the next words to come. Strong agreement between the
expected probabilities and actually occurring words (expressed in perplexity scores
or divergence metrics) can be taken as indications that the new text comes from the
same source as the original training text. Language models are an essential component in speech recognition [9] and statistical machine translation [10], and are
also an important model in information retrieval [11]. In the latter context, separate language models are built for each document, and ﬁnding related documents to
queries is transformed into ranking documents by the likelihood, estimated through
their language model, that each of them generated the query.
In generating document language models, there is a range of options on the
granularity level of what span of text to consider a document. At the most detailed
level, we can construct a language model for each individual post, match these to
the incoming posts, and use the known spam status of the best-matching posts already in the system to generate a prediction for the incoming posts or users. We
can also take a higher-level perspective and collate all of a user’s posts together
to form large documents that could be considered ‘user proﬁles’, and generate language models of these individual user proﬁles. Incoming posts or users can then be
matched against the language models of spammers and clean users to classify them
as being more similar to one or the other category. Figure 2 shows how these two
levels of language models relate to one another.

language model user 2

language model user N

language model post 1

language model post 5

language model post (k - 3)

language model post 2

language model post 6

language model post (k - 2)

language model post 3

language model post 7

language model post (k - 1)

language model post 4

language model post 8

language model post k

.
.
.

language model user 1

Fig. 2. Two types of language models: the models of the individual posts and the
models of the user proﬁles.
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A third option—at an even higher level of granularity—would be to only consider two language models: one of all spam posts and one of all clean posts. However, we believe this to be too coarse-grained for accurate prediction, so we did
not pursue this further. Another extension to our approach would have been to use
language models for the target Web pages or documents such as proposed by [2].
However, it is far from trivial to obtain the full text of all the source documents
linked to by the BibTeX posts. Crawling all the target Web pages of the 2.2 million
bookmark posts is impractical as well. Furthermore, we suspect that incorporating
language models from all externally linked Web pages and documents would slow
down a real-time spam ﬁltering system to an undesirable degree.
We used the Kullback-Leiber divergence metric to measure the similarity between the language models. The KL-divergence measures the difference between
two probability distributions Θ1 , Θ2 is
K L(Θ1 ||Θ2 ) =



p(w|Θ1 ) log

w

p(w|Θ1 )
p(w|Θ2 )

(1)

where p(w|Θ1 ) is the probability of observing the word w according to the
model Θ1 [2, 8].
The Indri toolkit2 implements different retrieval methods based on language
modeling. We used this toolkit to perform our experiments and construct and compare the language models of the posts and user proﬁles. The language models we
used are maximum likelihood estimates of the unigram occurrence probabilities. We
used Jelinek-Mercer smoothing to smooth our language models, which interpolates
the language model of a post or user proﬁle with the language model of background corpus, which in our case is the training collection of posts or user proﬁles.
We chose Jelinek-Mercer smoothing because it has been shown to work better for
verbose queries than other smoothing methods such as Dirichlet smoothing [12].
We performed two different sets of experiments. First, we compared the language models of the user proﬁles in our validation set with the language models of
the proﬁles in our training set. For each test user proﬁle we obtained a ranked list
of best-matching training users. In addition, we did the same at the post level by
comparing the test post language models with the language models of the training
posts. Here, ranked lists of best-matching posts were obtained for each test post.
These similarity rankings were normalized, and used as input for the spam classiﬁcation step described in the next subsection.
For both the user and the post level we used all of the available ﬁelds—title,
description, tags, and tokenized URL—to generate the language models of the posts
and user proﬁles in our training collection. For the new posts and user proﬁles in our
validation and test sets, however, we experimented with selecting only single ﬁelds
to see what contribution each ﬁeld could make to the spam detection process. This
means that we have four extra sets of representations of the incoming validation
and test documents, each with information from only one of the ﬁelds, bringing our
total of representations for each of the two levels to ﬁve.
2

Available at http://www.lemurproject.org
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Spam Classiﬁcation

After we calculated the language models for all posts and user proﬁles, we obtained
the normalized ranking of all training documents, relative to each test post or user
proﬁle. For each of the best-matching training documents, we used the manually
assigned spam labels of 0 or 1 to generate a single spam score for the new user.
The simplest method of calculating such a score would be to output the spam label
of the top-matching document. A more elegant option would be to take the most
common spam label among the top k hits. However, we settled on calculating a
weighted average of the similarity scores multiplied by the spam labels, as preliminary experiments showed this to outperform the other options. In the rare case
that no matching documents could be retrieved, we resorted to assigning a default
label of no spam (0) for these 0.7% of test users, as in our training set 84.2% of
these unmatched users were not spammers. For post-level classiﬁcation, this meant
we obtained these weighted average spam scores on a per-incoming-post basis. To
arrive at user-level spam scores, we then matched each incoming post to a user and
calculate the average per-post score for each user.
One question remains: how many of the top matching results should be used to
predict the spam score? In this, our approach is similar to a k-nearest neighbor classiﬁer, where the number of best-matching neighbors k determines the prediction
quality. Using too many neighbors might smooth the pool from which to draw the
predictions too much in the direction of the majority class, while not considering
enough neighbors might result in basing too many decisions on accidental similarities. We optimized the optimal value for k for all of the variants separately on the
AUC scores.

5

Results

Table 2 lists the results of our different spam detection approaches. At the user level,
the validation set representation where we only used the tags to construct our language models surprisingly outperformed all other approaches and representations,
including the one with metadata from all ﬁelds. It achieved an AUC score of 0.9784
and the second highest F-score of all user-level representations at 0.9767. Our submission to the Discovery Challenge task was therefore made using this approach.
The second best approach compared the language models of user proﬁles that used
all metadata ﬁelds and achieved an 0.9688 AUC score. Overall, using the user-level
language models outperformed the post-level language models.
Figures 3 and 4 shows the ROC curves for the 10 different combinations of
ﬁelds and matching level. One surprising difference between the post-level and the
user-level experiments is that at the user level the representation with only the tags
works best, while it performs worst at the post level. Another interesting difference
between post- and user-level experiments is the difference in the optimal number
of nearest neighbors k. Matching users appears to require a considerably greater
number of neighbors than arriving at a spam classiﬁcation using only individual
posts’ language models.
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Table 2. Spam detection results of the two approaches on the validation set. The
optimal neighborhood sizes k were optimized on AUC scores. Best scores for each
metric and level are printed in bold.
Level

Fields

user-level

all ﬁelds
title
description
tags
url
all ﬁelds
title
description
tags
url

post-level

Precision

Recall

F-score

AUC

k

0.9659
0.9534
0.9543
0.9580
0.9502
0.9735
0.9664
0.9707
0.9804
0.9773

0.9986
0.9909
0.9976
0.9961
0.9311
0.9950
0.9815
0.9416
0.7448
0.8940

0.9820
0.9718
0.9755
0.9767
0.9406
0.9842
0.9739
0.9559
0.8465
0.9338

0.9688
0.9308
0.9228
0.9784
0.8478
0.9571
0.9149
0.8874
0.7700
0.8730

180
140
95
195
450
50
50
75
10
15

Our submitted run on the test set provided by the Discovery Challenge used only
the tags of each user to compare the language models with k set to 195. Classifying
the incoming users as spammers or clean users achieved an AUC score of 0.9364.
Precision was 0.9846, recall 0.9748, and the F-score 0.9797.

6

Discussion & Conclusions

In this paper we presented our language modeling approach to the spam detection
task of the 2008 Discovery Challenge. We start by using language models to identify
the best-matching posts or user proﬁles for incoming users and posts. We then look
at the spam status of those best-matching neighbors and use them to guide our spam
classiﬁcation. Our results indicate that our language modeling approach to spam
detection in social bookmarking systems shows promising results. This conﬁrms the
ﬁndings of [2], who applied a similar two-stage process using language modeling
to detecting blog spam, albeit on a much smaller scale.
We experimented with matching language models at two different levels of
granularity and found that, in general, matching at the user-level gave the best
results. This was to be expected as the spam labels for the users in the data set were
judged and assigned at the user-level. This means that the misleading, ’genuine’
posts of spam users were automatically ﬂagged as spam, thereby introducing more
noise for the post-level matching than for the user-level matching.
The best performance at the user level was achieved by matching user-level
language models using only the tags of the incoming users’ posts. This is in line
with the ﬁndings of [4], where the features related to the usage and content of tags
were also found to be among the most important. Interestingly enough, matching
posts only the incoming posts’ tags resulted in the worst performance of all postlevel runs. We can think of two likely explanations for this. The ﬁrst is that the postlevel approach is more likely to suffer from incoming posts without any assigned
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ROC curve (user-level language models)
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Fig. 3. ROC curve at the user level

tags than the user-level approach is. Although 99.95% of all posts in the data set
have valid tags3 , this also means that it is possible for incoming posts to have no
tags. Without any tags as metadata, our approach cannot ﬁnd any matching posts
in the system. At the user level, this is even less likely to happen: only 0.009% of
all users never assign any tags. However, this might still be a valid reason to use
all metadata ﬁelds for the user-level approach: with all available metadata we can
increase coverage, because empty posts are not allowed by any social bookmarking
system.
The second reason illustrates a possible limitation of our approach at the same
time: spammers will change their behavior over time and might have done so in
the time period the test set originates from. By generating metadata with a similar language model to the clean posts in the system, spammers could make it more
complicated for our approach to distinguish between themselves and genuine users.
However, this also makes it more difﬁcult for the spammers themselves: it is very
hard for a spammer to post resources to a social bookmarking system that will
be both similar to existing posts and to the language of the spam entry. In addition, such behavior could easily be countered by extending our method to include
the language models of the target resources or by including other features such
as the PageRank of bookmarked pages. Extending our approach in such a way is
3

Valid meaning with a tag other than system:unfiled.
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ROC curve (post-level language models)
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Fig. 4. ROC curve at the post level

one of the possible avenues for future work. Another would be to also restrict the
language models of the training set to only certain ﬁelds and seeing how this inﬂuences performance. Finally, we would also like to test our approach on another
social bookmarking system to see how our algorithms carry over to other systems.
One particular advantage of our approach is that it could be implemented with
limited effort on top of an existing social bookmarking search engine. After any
standard retrieval runs, the top k matching results can then be used to generate the
spam classiﬁcation, only requiring a lookup of predetermined spam labels.
As a ﬁnal note we wish to brieﬂy describe some of our experiences with applying
language models to the other Discovery Challenge task of tag recommendation. By
using a similar two-stage approach of ﬁrst identifying similar posts and then aggregating the most popular tags associated with those best-matching posts, we were
only able to achieve a maximum F-score of around 0.10. This clearly illustrates that
an approach of ﬁnding the system-wide best matching posts for tag recommendation is not a good approach. We believe the reason for this to be that tagging, unlike
spamming, is a much more personal activity: the tags another person assigned to
the same resource need not necessarily be the tags a new user would apply. For
spam detection our method only needs to assign one out of two possible labels to a
new user, instead of picking 10 correct tags from a set of hundreds of thousands of
possible tags for a new post. We therefore believe our language modeling approach
to be better suited to the spam detection than to the tag recommendation.
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Abstract. A novel fast and accurate supervised learning algorithm is
proposed as a general text classiﬁcation algorithm for linearly separated
data. The strategy of the algorithm takes advantage of the training errors
to successively reﬁne an initial classiﬁer. Experimental evaluation of the
proposed algorithm on standard text collections, show that results compared favorably to those from state of the art algorithms such as SVMs.
Experiments conducted on the datasets provided in the framework of the
ECDL/PKDD 2008 Challenge for Spam Detection in Social Bookmarking Systems, demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

1

Introduction

Text categorization is the process of making binary decisions about related or
non-related documents to a given set of predeﬁned thematic topics or categories.
The task is an important component in many information management organizations. In our participation on the ECML/PKDD challenge 2008 we have not
deviate from the classical supervised text classiﬁcation paradigm.
Support vector machines (SVMs) [1] have shown the best performance for
text classiﬁcation tasks. They are accurate, robust, and quick when applied to
test instances. Their only drawback is their training complexity and memory
requirements. In what follows we present an algorithm, which overcomes both
these problems. The strategy of the proposed algorithm takes advantage of the
training errors (misclassiﬁed examples) to successively reﬁne an initial classiﬁer.
This reﬁnement takes the form of an iterative Rocchio-like relevance feedbacklearning technique to adjust the centroid vectors of the categories, in order to
maximize the performance of the classiﬁer. Our learning algorithm runs on batch
mode using all the training data at each iteration step.
Rocchio’s relevance feedback technique [2] is a query modiﬁcation process
that has been extensively investigated in the literature and used in information
retrieval. Relevance feedback improves the query with terms that are considered
relevant to the information neek. This is done iteratively either manually or
automatically by selecting a predeﬁned set of the top retrieved documents as
relevant (pseudo-relevance feedback). The aim is to ﬁnd the optimum query,
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that is a query that maximizes the similarity with relevant documents while
minimizing similarity with non-relevant documents. If R(R̄) is the set of relevant
(non-relevant) documents, then we wish to ﬁnd, Qopt , such that:
Qopt = argmaxq sim(q, R) − sim(q, R̄)

(1)

where sim(q, R) denotes the similarity of the query to the set of relevant documents. Using as similarity measure the cosine formula, we get that:
1
−
→
Q opt =
|R|

dj

1
−
→
dj−
|
R̄|
∈R

−
→
→
−
→
−
d j = C R − C R̄

(2)

dj ∈R̄

Thus, the optimum query is a vector deﬁned by the diﬀerence of the centroids
of the relevant and non-relevant documents, as it is shown in Figure 1a. In other
→
−
→
words Qopt deﬁnes a hyperplane, h : Q opt · −
x − θ = 0 that separates the sets, R
and R̄, for an appropriate value of θ.

h
−
→
CR

−
→
CR

h

R

R
−
→
C R̄

−
→
C R̄

R̄
(b)

(a)

R̄

Fig. 1. Vector CR − CR̄ is not always the optimum as it is the case in (1b)

This is not, however, always the case as it is shown in Figure 1b, where
the query deﬁned by equation (2) is not optimum although the sets R, R̄ are
linearly separable and as a consequense there is a hyperplane that separates
them. Algorithmically the relevance feedback process has been implemented by
updating the query iteratively according to the following equation:
λ
−
→
→
−
Q i+1 = κ Q i +
|R|

dj

μ
−
→
dj−
|
R̄|
∈R

−
→
dj

(3)

dj ∈R̄

→
−
for a given initial query vector, Q 0 , where the constants κ, λ, μ are control
parameters deﬁned empirically. From (3) follows that the optimal query is, in
general, a linear combination of the relevant and non-relevant documents. In the
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following we shall use the described Rocchio’s feedback technique in constructing a classiﬁer for a pair of linearly separable sets. The algorithm starts with
an initial classiﬁer, deﬁned in (2), which is improved iteratively applying the
relevance feedback technique on the misclassiﬁed examples (Figure 1b). In the
next paragraph we describe the algorithm in more detail.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a short description of the proposed algorithm. Section 3 present brieﬂy the task of spam
detection in social bookmarking systems and the preprocessing of the data. Section 4 presents the experimental results and ﬁnally in section 5 we conclude on
the results and the advantages of the proposed algorithm.

2

The Learning Algorithm

We brieﬂy describe here a modiﬁcation of an algorithm [3], which has been
tested, on several standard text collections describing a consistent behavior over
all these collections with a performance comparable to SVMs, a state of the art
classiﬁcation algorithm. The algorithm constructs a common tangent hyperplane
for the sets R,R̄ such that these sets lie on opposite sides of the hyperplane.

−
→
CR

h(1)
−
→
C N A h(0)

R
−
→
dp

→
−
→
−
β( C N A − C R̄ )
−
→
C R̄

R̄
Fig. 2. Rotation of hyperplane h(0) towards the misclassiﬁed examples

Initialization of the algorithm:
−
→(0) −
→(0) −
→(0)
– Select initial vector W = C R − C R̄
→
−
→(0) −
– Calculate sj = W · d j , ∀ dj ∈ R ∪ R̄
→
−
→(0) −
– Find sp such that sp = min(W · d j ) , ∀dj ∈ R
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→
−
→(0) →
−
→(0) −
The hyperplane deﬁned by h(0) : W · −
x − θ = 0, with θ = sp = W · d p
→
−
−
→(0)
by construction is vertical to the vector W
and d p lies on it (θ was deﬁned
at the value of recall = 1).
By construction all the relevant documents lie on the same side of h(0) ,
−
→(0)
the one pointed by its normal vector W . If it happens all the non-relevant
examples to lie on the other side of h(0) , then h(0) is a separating hyperplane
and the algorithm stops. However this is not generally the case, as it is shown in
Figure 2, where the hyperplane h(0) deﬁned by the above process, intersects the
set of non-relevant documents and the examples in the gray area are misclassiﬁed.
In this case we rotate the hyperplane h(0) towards the misclassiﬁed examples
(Negative Accepted (N A) examples) until all the negative examples lie on the
same side of the hyperplane.
Rotation of h(0) towards the misclassiﬁed examples: The rotation
of the hyperplane is performed stepwise. At each step we determine the misclassiﬁed, N A, training examples by the current classiﬁer, construct their cen→
−
troid vector, C N A , and then rotate the hyperplane forcing it to pass through
→
−
→
−
→
−
the points d p and C N A . This is equivalent to the process of moving C R̄ to→
−
→
−
→
−
wards the misclassiﬁed examples C N A by adding the vector β( C N A − C R̄ ),
(1)
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
−
→
i.e. C R̄ ← C R̄ + β( C N A − C R̄ ), such that the plane deﬁned by W
=
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
C R − ( C R̄ + β( C N A − C R̄ )) passes through the points d p and C N A . With
little algebra we estimate the value of the parameter β by:
→
−
−
→(0) −
→
W · ( C N A − d p)
β= −
→
−
→
→
−
→
−
( C N A − C R̄ ) · ( C N A − d p )

(4)

This rotation however may cause examples in the set R to be misclassiﬁed (P R,
the set of Positive Rejected examples). Thus the process is repeated now on
−
→
the set R by moving C R towards the centroid of the misclassiﬁed examples
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
−
→(2)
→
−
C P R , i.e. C R ← C R + α( C P R − C R ), such that the plane deﬁned by W =
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
→
−
( C R +α( C P R − C R ))− C R̄ , passes through the points C P R and C N A . Similarly
we ﬁnd that the parameter α is determined by:
−
→(1) −
→
→
−
W · ( C P R − C N A)
α=− →
−
→
−
→
−
−
→
( C P R − C R) · ( C P R − C N A)

(5)

This alternation of the rotation towards either the N A or the P R continues until
|N A| = |P R| = 0 or the number of iteration exceeds a predetermined value. This
process converges to a common tangent hyperplane that leaves the sets R and
R̄ on opposite sides of the hyperplane.

3

Task Description

This year’s challenge deals with two tasks about a new area called social bookmarking. Internet sites of this type oﬀer to users the ability to share with each
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other material such as links to web pages, scientiﬁc publications and etc. The
ﬁrst task of this year’s challenge deals with spam detection in such systems,
whereas the second one deals with tag recommendations.
Spammers have already discovered that social bookmarking sites provide
them with a large and continuously growing pool of potential customers. In
fact it is much more attractive a spam post in a social bookmarking site than
an annoying e-mail in someone’s e-mail box. This task tries to identify such
spam posts, using previously manually assigned as spam or not data from a
well known social bookmarking site. The second task is about assisting the users
when posting a new post, suggesting them with the appropriate tags that should
accompany their post. The same non spam data used for the ﬁrst task is used for
training models for the second task. We have only submitted a solution for the
ﬁrst task, so in the rest of this paper we will refer to that task of the challenge.
The evaluation of the submissions was performed using the correct user labels
as spammers or not and the participants ranked lists, with the Area Under the
ROC (Receiver Operating Characteristics) Curve as an evaluation measure.
3.1

Data Description

The data used to train the model for the spam task, was taken by a well known
social bookmarking site. Users of this site post their favorite links or publications,
along with tags they assign to them. A snapshot was taken and all these posts
where manually assigned as spam or not spam. More precisely each user of the
site was labeled as spammer or not based on his posts. The ﬁnal raw data where
organized in 7 text ﬁles. 3 of them (tas, bookmark, bibtex) contain the data
of spammers, 3 (tas spam, bookmark spam, bibtex spam) of them contain the
data of not spammers and the ﬁnal ﬁle (user spam) contains the true labels of
the users as spammers or not.
Each post of a user may be a link to a web page (bookmark) or a link to
a publication (bibtex). Files bookmark spam and bookmark contain the bookmark posts of spammer and not spammer users, ﬁles bibtex spam and bibtex
contain the publication posts respectively and ﬁnally the ﬁles tas spam and tas
contain the posts of the users along with the assigned tags and references to the
appropriate bookmark or bibtex entry.
In the ﬁrst step of the preprocessing stage of the data we had to organize
the raw text in a user basis. This means that for each user, spammer or not, we
uniﬁed all of his posts, bibtex or bookmark. Each user was identiﬁed by a unique
id and after this step for each user id we had a text fragment representing all
of his posts, which means a text containing all the tags, all the bookmark posts
and all the bibtex posts.
The second step of the preprocessing stage removes any unnecessary text,
like common or stop words, performs stemming, using Porter’s stemmer, and
ﬁnally extracts the features of the dataset and produces the vectors of the users.
The ﬁnal train dataset contains 31,715 user vectors (29,248 for spammers
and 2,467 for not spammers). We found 244 spam and 84,298 not spam unique
bibtex entries, 1,626,560 spam and 176,147 not spam unique bookmark entries.
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The dimensionality of the vector space was 480,062, which means that the ﬁnal
datasets contains 480,062 unique features or words. Finally each vector was
normalized to unity length.

4

Experimental Results

Using the user vectors deﬁned from the training dataset, a model of our algorithm
was trained. In order to evaluate the performance and due to the luck of any
test dataset, the initial train set was randomly divided into two equal subsets.
The ﬁrst was used for training the model and the second for testing.
This training dataset contains 14,624 spam user vectors and 1,234 non spam
user vectors. The evaluation dataset contains 14,624 spam user vectors and 1,233
non spam user vectors.
After training the model and applying it to the evaluation data, it correctly
classiﬁed as spammers 14,403 users (TP, True Positives), correctly classiﬁed as
not spammers 884 users (TN, True Negatives), incorrectly classiﬁed as spammers
349 users (FP, False Positives) and incorrectly classiﬁed as not spammers 221
users (FN, False Negatives). This means a F1 measure of 98.06%. Using the
provided by the organizers of the challenge script for calculating the AUC value,
a 96.20% AUC value was estimated. Figure 3 shows the ROC curve generated
using the script we mentioned.

ROC curve
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Fig. 3. ROC curve of the training set of the challenge
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4.1

Test Dataset

The format of the test dataset was the same as the train dataset. After applying
the same processing as in the train dataset case, the test dataset consisted of
7,205 user vectors.
Training the model with the full train dataset (31,715 user vectors), and
applying it to the unlabelled test dataset, a list of the 7,205 users along with the
determined by the model conﬁdence values was submitted to the challenge.
By the end of the challenge, the true user labels where known and we where
able to determine an AUC value of 97.96% and produced the ROC curve for the
test dataset shown in the ﬁgure 4 below.
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Fig. 4. The ROC curve of the testing set of the challenge

For a comparison of our method, we ran the challenge task with SVMs [4]. As
it is reported in [5] the use of linear SVMs is both accurate and fast (to train and
to use), so SVM’s results were obtained using the SVMLight software package [6],
with the default parameter values and a default linear kernel. Using the above
mentioned script the AUC value was determined at 97.55%. We observe that
our method outperforms SVMs both in accuracy and eﬃciency. Although the
diﬀerence in performance is not signiﬁcant, the training time of our algorithm
took half the time of that of SVMs (both methods, where executed on the same
machine). However the programming code of our algorithm in its current version
is not optimized, and a new version is under development which will dramatically
reduce the training time.
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5

Concluding Remarks

In concluding, we have brieﬂy described a novel algorithm for text categorization
that is accurate and fast and we have demonstrated its performance in the ECML
challenge of this year. The algorithm has been also tested on several standard
text collections and showed a robust and comparable or even better performance
compared with SVMs. As we have already mentioned the proposed algorithm
overcomes both drawbacks of SVMs both in the training complexity and memory
requirements. Deﬁnitely there are many details and extensions to the algorithm
which are currently under investigation and will be published in due course.
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Abstract. This submission is aimed to benchmark of Vadis methodology in the
context of spam detection. The work that has been done to provide these results can
be separated in two different tasks: data preparation and modelisation .
Keywords: Very large scale problem, LARS, Variable recoding, Ridge regression,
Features selection.

1

Introduction

Our approach can be summarized in four steps:
• Produce variables into a “single view”, containing one record per user ;
• Split the users into two segments, according to the type of content posted ;
• Bin variables and recode them according to the percentage of targets in each bin ;
• Apply LARS algorithm & backward cross-validation to perform linear regression on
these recoded variables.
The first and the most time consuming task was to derive variables from the initial files.
The un-homogeneity of the data led us to split it into two segments. Once we achieved this
goal, we used our generic tool to build models. After analysis and fine tuning, we ended up
with a model ready to be applied on the test set.

2

Data Preparation

The goal of data preparation is to build a number of variables describing each user. There is
practically no limitation in the number of variables created since our modelisation tool
RANK can cope with very large data set, with a very high number of columns.
Cleaning of text fields
The provided data included a number of fields consisting of text entered by the users: tags,
description of web pages or articles, etc. Before computing information, we performed
some cleaning of these fields:
• Put to lower case
• Remove special characters and count them
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• Cut tags into words (using spaces, hyphens and punctuation as separators)
• Try to correct typos: each tag is compared to the 1000 most popular tags. If it “close” to
any popular tag, it is replaced by that tag. Otherwise, it is left as is.
• Replace tag starting with a number by either “replace_of_year" or "replace_of_number”.
Measuring the information of text fields
The goal of this measure is to estimate the rarity of a document within a corpus. In this
case, the document is the value of some text variable for some user or resource, and the
corpus consists of all the values taken by this text variable for all users or resources.
The information of a text field is defined as the sum of the information of all its words.
The information of a single word is the inverse of its log-frequency – i.e. divide the total
number of words in the considered text field (across all users) by the total number of
occurrences of the word, and take the logarithm of the quotient.
Variables describing tags
Several variables were produced describing the tags posted by a user. These variables
concern the tag itself, not the resource pointed by the tag. They include among others
• The number of tags of a user which contain a given special character
• The total, average, minimum and maximum number of tags that the user posted per
resource
• The total, average, minimum and maximum length of the tags posted by a user
• The total, average, minimum and maximum information (see above) of the tags posted
by a user.
Manual aggregation of top words
The 1000 most frequent tags (after cleaning) were manually grouped into 10 categories.
These categories were afterwards used for computing some variables:
• The main category used by the user
• The total number of categories used
• The number and proportion of the user’s tags in each category
• The set of all categories used at least once by the user (appended in order to form a string
variable)
Variables describing resources
The resources (both URLs and BibTEX entries) pointed out by a user were described using
the following variables:
• The number of resources bookmarked by the user
• The information of different fields describing the resource (url, url_hash, description and
extended_description for bookmarks, and description for BibTEX entries). The per-user
sum, average, minimum and maximum information is then computed for every of those
fields.
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3

Modelisation

Segmentation
Users can be divided into 3 segments: users with no BibTEX entry, users with no bookmark
entry, and users with both BibTEX and bookmarks. The following table shows the
proportion of spammers in each segment.
Has bookmark
1

Has BibTEX
0

Nb of users
30386

% spammers
95.9 %

0

1

682

3.8 %

1

1

647

14.2 %

The strong differences in the proportion of targets shown in this table suggests to
separate users having BibTEX (and possibly bookmarks too) from users having no
BibTEX. We thus performed two different models.
Since our modelisation tool, RANK, expect to predict the modality which is less
represented, the prediction tasks were set up so as, for the BibTEX, predicting the
spammers, and for the non-BibTEX, prediction of the non-spammers.
RANK
RANK is a predictive modeling tool designed by analysts for the analyst. As a result, it
combines powerful techniques and modeling experience.
It is the first tool that automates many steps of the CRISP DM methodology
(http://www.crisp-dm.org/) for building models.
RANK is built to allow an analyst to quickly build models on huge data sets, and have
all elements to control the model choices and its quality, in order to focus his attention on
the most important part of the modeling process: data quality, overfitting, stability and
robustness. Using RANK, the analyst will get support for many modeling phases: audit,
variable recoding, variable selection, robustness improvement, result analysis and
industrialization.
Using ridge regression [2] on a linearized space, RANK combines the robustness of the
linear models and the performance of a tidily controlled non-linear approach.
Variable recoding
Non linear Recoding
The recoding of variables is an extremely important and time-consuming step in the
modeling process. Analysts know that the quality of a model can be heavily influenced by
this phase. This is why RANK has been extensively developed on this step to ensure best
model performance. RANK allows the user to specify which type of recoding he/she wants
to test, and RANK will just do it, and select the best recoding scheme for each variable.
The types of recoding are the following:
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• Nominal variables – Modalities will be converted to a numeric value that is related to its
relation with the target density. This recoding is known under the name "weight of
evidence recoding" [3]. Modalities can also be recoded using dummy variables.
• Numerical variable – There are two possibilities: simple normalization of the variables
or binning of the variable using a proprietary algorithm ('intelligent quantiles') and then
treated as nominal variables with order. The intelligent quantiles analyses the
distribution of a variable in order to identify most relevant quantiles, identifying 'plateau'
and jumps in the distribution. In this mode, jumps also produce dummy variables.
The recoding performed by RANK has two major effects:
• The first one is to get rid of the problem of non-normal distributions that should be a
basic assumption when using regression models. The recoding will remove the
dissymmetry and make the data more suitable for regression models.
• The second effect is that the recoding allows RANK to spot non-linear relationships of a
variable with the target, thus improving the expression power of the model.
Modality grouping
RANK automatically analyzes all variables along their cardinality. If a nominal variable has
many modalities, RANK will group them in a way that each grouped modality becomes
significant. For example, if Zip code with 30.000 modalities is used, only the modalities
that are significant will be left as they are. The others will be grouped in a default modality.
The grouping will preserve the order relationship in a variable if any. For example, for an
ordinal variable like 'number of sms sent', RANK will group only modalities that are
adjacent, and will possibly create many grouped modalities
Missing Values
RANK treats missing values in a very careful way. Depending on the type of variable,
RANK will recode missing values in a way such that its effect on the computed score is
null. This ensures that the model focuses only on relevant information for the prediction.
Variable selection
LARS Forward
When the number of variables is high (> 500), a first variable selection made using the
Least Angle Regression (LARS) [1]. LARS is an embedded technique which
simultaneously estimates the parameters of a linear regression and selects the most relevant
variables. It is only used here for variable selection as the regression coefficients will be reestimated later on using a ridge regression. In RANK, a variant of LARS called, LARS with
Lasso modification [1], is implemented. Interestingly, this method computes the parameters
of the Lasso regression, i.e. a linear regression with an upper bound on the L1 norm of the
vector of coefficients. Using the L1 norm enforces the sparseness of coefficients leading to
effective variable shrinkage. Importantly, the LARS procedure returns all the Lasso
solutions in a single run, i.e. the coefficients for any (positive) value of the upper bound. To
do so, LARS operates iteratively. At each iteration, a new variable is selected and a step is
taken in the direction equi-angular to the columns of the data matrix corresponding to the
currently selected variables. Doing so allows one to progressively minimize the residual
error of the model while spreading uniformly its variance over all the selected variables.
The algorithm is iterated until the relative residual error of consecutive iterations falls
below a user-defined threshold. Note that, even if LARS works in a forward fashion, it has
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the ability to take backward steps by removing variables becoming useless at some stage.
The algorithm results in variables pre-selection that will, afterwards, be validated by the
backward pruning.
This mode can be applied on data sets involving more than 200.000 variables.
Lift optimized Backward
The backward pruning in RANK can either start with all the variables or with the preselection returned by the LARS. In both cases, it iteratively eliminates variables when their
removal does not influence the quality of the prediction more than a prescribed threshold.
Using cross-validation, it will end with a variables selection that maximizes the area
under the lift curve.
Robust Regression
Ridge regression
The regression engine of RANK uses the so-called 'Ridge' regression [2]. This technology
allows improving the robustness of the models as well as improving the usage of nominal
variables with a lot of modalities, like zip codes.
Cross-Validation & Bootstrap
RANK extensively uses cross-validation technique when building a model: to assert which
recoding is best, to select best variables, and to evaluate the ridge regression constant. This
is extremely useful when the target density is very low, which is 90% the case in real life
projects like churn prediction (0.7 % per month), cross- and up-selling (0.3% of our clients
possess this product) or fraud detection (0.02% of all cases). Cross-validation and bootstrap
is not only relevant for building a robust model, it is also important for the analyst to
observe the volatility of the model quality.
Probability Estimation
The output of RANK is not just a score. It also gives for each record the best estimation of
the response probability, based on the model score function and the a priori probability of
the target in the data file.

4

Results

Selected variables
This section lists the top variables for each model. For some variables, it also contains
graphics showing the relation between the variable distribution and the target.
We usually rank the variables according to their importance. The importance is the loss (in
percentage) of lift quality that we observe if we remove the variable.
Model for BibTEX users
In this model, the target is spam user. We have 1,329 users and 118 target (8.88%). Our
model is composed of 53 variables; most of them are measuring information of a text field.
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Fig. 1. Most important variables: Top 15 for BibTEXusers.

0

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4

0.5

0.6

0.7

0.8

0.9

1

BIBT_Min_title_info
BIBT_Avg_title_info
TAG_Avg_tag_info
BOOK_Max_AvgContent_nof_tag_repetition
BOOK_Avg_url_info
BOOK_Min_Content_nof_tags
TAG_Avg_content_type
BIBT_Avg_description_info
TAG_Nof_Cat
BIBT_Avg_clean description_info
BOOK_Min_url_hash_info
BIBT_Percent_Main_Cat
BIBT_Basket_Cat
TAG_Max_Length
TAG_Percent_CatBU
…

• BIBT_Min_title_info: minimum information contained among the titles of the BibTEX
posted by the user.
Frequency

BIBT_Min_title_info

Fraction_of_Target

300

45.0%
40.0%

250
35.0%
200

30.0%
25.0%

150
20.0%
100

15.0%
10.0%

50
5.0%
0.0%

0
v<=2.63

2.87<v<=3.23

3.91<v<=4.26

• BIBT_Avg_title_info: average information contained among the titles of the BibTEX
posted by the user.
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Frequency

BIBT_Avg_title_info

Fraction_of_Target

300

30.0%

250

25.0%

200

20.0%

150

15.0%

100

10.0%
5.0%

50

0.0%

0

v<=3.25

3.44<v<=3.70

4.16<v

• TAG_Avg_tag_info: average information contained among all the tags posted by the
user.
Frequency

TAG_Avg_tag_info

Fraction_of_Target

300

35.0%
30.0%

250

25.0%
200
20.0%
150
15.0%
100
10.0%
50

5.0%
0.0%

0
v<=3.41

3.41<v<=3.71

3.71<v<=4.19

4.19<v<=4.59

4.59<v<=5.14

5.14<v

Model for non-BibTEX users
For this model, a target is a non spam user. We have 30,386 users with no BibTEX, 1,256
of them are not spammer (4.13%). In our model, we end up with 70 variables. The figure
below shows the 15 most important variables.
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Fig. 2. Most important variables: Top 15 for non-BibTEXusers.
0

0.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

3

3.5

BOOK_nof_filled_ext_descr
TAG_Main_Cat
BOOK_Avg_extended description_info
BOOK_Max_url_info
TAG_BOOK_Nof_CatBU
TAG_Basket_Cat
BOOK_Nof_WithFlag_41
BOOK_Avg_description_info
TAG_Min_Nof_Tag_by_contentID
BOOK_Percent_CatHE
BOOK_Max_AvgContent_nof_tag_repetition
BOOK_Nof_WithFlag_47
BOOK_Min_Content_nof_tags
BOOK_Nof_WithFlag_62
TAG_Nof_CatLI
…

• BOOK_Nof_Filled_ext_desc. This first variable counts the number of filled
extended_description.
Frequency

BOOK_nof_filled_ext_descr

Fraction_of_Target

9,000

25.0%

8,000
20.0%

7,000
6,000

15.0%
5,000
4,000
10.0%
3,000
2,000

5.0%

1,000
0.0%

0
v<=0

1<v<=2

3<v<=4

6<v<=8

10<v<=15

22<v<=34

53<v<=89

203<v

• TAG_Main_Cat. This variable shows the main category of the user tags. The most
interesting categories are:
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−
−
−
−
−
−

Co = Computer (e.g.: software, program,...)
Ne = News (e. g.: information, news,...)
Ed = Education (e.g.: exercise, student,....)
Li = Link word (e.g.: you, from,...)
He = Health (e. g.: acne, treatment,...)
Se = Sex (e. g.: lesbians, xxx,...)
Frequency

TAG_Main_Cat

Fraction_of_Target

9,000

15.0%

8,000
12.0%

7,000
6,000

9.0%

5,000
4,000

6.0%

3,000
2,000

3.0%

1,000
0

0.0%
Co

Ne

Ed

We

Mu

Other

Bu

Sy

En

Li

He

Se

• BOOK_Avg_Extended_description_info: This computes the average information in
extended_description among all content ids of the user.
BOOK_Avg_extended description_info

Frequency

Fraction_of_Target

25.0%

2,100
2,050

20.0%
2,000
1,950

15.0%

1,900

10.0%

1,850
1,800

5.0%
1,750

0.0%

1,700

UNKNOWN

3.02<v<=3.12 3.18<v<=3.24 3.30<v<=3.37 3.43<v<=3.51 3.58<v<=3.67 3.79<v<=4.01

ROC curve
Training set
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The following figure shows the ROC curves achieved on the training set for the two models
(users with or without BibTEX), and for their combination. All these curves represent the
performance for spam users prediction, hence the probability of the non-BibTEX model has
been reverted. The area under the curve is 0.9792 for the BibTEX model, 0.9151 for the
NoBibTex model, and 0.9556 for the global model.
Fig. 3. ROC curve of the models on the build set. The dotted line represents the ROC curve of the
BibTEX users model, the dashed line represents the ROC for the non-BibTEX users model, and the
plain line shows the ROC we obtain when we combine the two models (global model).

Test set
Finally, the following pictures compares the performance of the model on the training
and test sets. For the test set , the area achieved under the ROC is 0.9703. This is higher
than the build! This is probably due to the fact that we have more BibTEX users in the test
set.
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Fig. 4. ROC curve of the global model. The plain line represents the ROC curve on the build set
whereas the dotted line represents the ROC on the evaluation test set.
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Abstract. Social bookmarking systems such as BibSonomy and del.
icio.us have become increasingly popular with the prevalent use of internet. These systems provide powerful infrastructure solutions for semantic annotation and information sharing, promoting diverse kinds of
internet-based activities, e.g., web exploration, creating and joining webbased communities, and buying recently published volumes. This usefulness is also gaining the attention of malicious users a.k.a. spammers. For
instance, these spammers abuse social bookmarking systems for biasing
web search results and advertising improperly. Manual spam detection
is not scalable due to the vast amount of related information. In this paper, we propose a machine learning-based approach to automatic spam
detection. In speciﬁc, a set of relevant features, i.e., the number of posts
and posted tags for each user are extracted from training data. The extracted tags are sorted by mutual information. Then, the tags, having
high mutual information value and used in test data, are chosen for the
classiﬁcation task. In our experiments, naive Bayes classiﬁers with varying numbers of selected features were learned from a subset of the given
training dataset and evaluated on a separate validation set for ﬁnding
the optimal parameter setting. Finally, the learned results from the entire training dataset with the best setting was applied to the real test
dataset for the challenge.

1

Introduction

The performance of social bookmarking systems [4] can be severely degraded by
malicious users, i.e., spammers. The spammers post irrelevant and misleading
information for their private beneﬁt. The irrelevant and misleading information
in public repositories not only makes the repositories untrustful but also wasting
their resources in processing the vast amount of unnecessary information. Thus,
it is crucial to discriminate spamming from proper posting for the success of
social bookmarking systems.
Several challenges exist in this spam ﬁltering problem. One is the enormous
amount of data. The number of users of a social bookmarking system usually
amounts to several tens of thousands. Also, the number of posts could amount
to several millions. To make matters worse, the given data for spam ﬁltering
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could be highly skewed. For instance, the ratio between spammers and active
users is about one to twelve in the given training dataset for the ﬁrst task
of ECML PKDD Discovery Challenge 2008 (http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.
de/ws/rsdc08/). Another diﬃculty arises from the fact that the characteristics
of the spam ﬁltering data are gradually changing as time goes by. In other words,
the distribution of a feature variable might be largely diﬀerent according to the
time period over which it is estimated.
We addressed the above problems using naive Bayes classiﬁers learning with
an enhanced feature selection method. More speciﬁcally, tags for spam detection
are chosen based on their mutual information value as well as their usage in test
period. In our experiments, the suggested feature selection method was shown
to generally outperform the conventional feature selection method solely based
on mutual information.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the given task
and explain the proposed method for tackling the problem. The experimental
results for parameter setting and the performance of the proposed approach on
the test dataset is given in Section 3. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2

The Method

The given task is to discriminate spammers from active-users (non-spammers)
based on their posting information such as the tags, the dates, the urls, the
descriptions, and the related information to the published volumes. The training
dataset consists of 31,715 users (including both spammers and active users) and
was gathered during the period from January 1989 through March 2008. Among
the 31,715 users, 2,467 are active users and the others are spammers. The dataset
is comprised of seven tables, i.e., tas, tas spam, bookmark, bookmark spam,
bibtex, bibtex spam, and user.
We formulated the given task as a supervised learning problem in which each
user corresponds to a data example and the target variable denotes whether the
user is spammer or not. As feature variables, the number of bookmark postings,
the number of bibtex postings, and the tags were deployed. Here, the tag variable
denotes whether a user have ever posted a speciﬁc tag or not.
Because there exist a tremendous amount of posted tags (more than 425,000),
an appropriate number of tags should be selected for avoiding the overﬁtting
problem and reducing the computational cost. We harnessed the mutual information [1] for tag selection. The mutual information between a tag and the
target variable is calculated as follows.
I(T agi ; T arget) =

P̂ (T agi , T arget) log
tagi ,target

P̂ (T agi , T arget)
P̂ (T agi ) · P̂ (T arget)

,

(1)

where T agi is a binary variable denoting whether the ith tag is used or not,
T arget corresponds to the target variable, and P̂ (·) denotes the probability value
estimated from a given dataset. Here, the summation is taken over all possible
conﬁgurations of the two variables, T agi and T arget.
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As a classifer, the naive Bayes classiﬁer [5] was adopted because of its computational eﬃciency as well as its optimality for classiﬁcation tasks even when
the conditional independence assumption is invalid [2]. Actually, we have also
tried other famous classiﬁcation methods including artiﬁcial neural networks,
support vector machines, tree-augmented naive Bayes classiﬁers, and decision
trees. Their performance in our problem setting was much worse than that of
the naive Bayes classiﬁer although the experimental results are not shown here.
The naive Bayes classiﬁer in our problem setting is simply formulated by the
following equation.
P (T arget) · P (F1 , F2 , ..., Fn |T arget)
P (F1 , F2 , ..., Fn )
P (T arget) · P (F1 |T arget) · P (F2 |T arget) · ... · P (Fn |T arget)
=
, (2)
P (F1 , F2 , ..., Fn )

P (T arget|F1 , F2 , ..., Fn ) =

where Fi corresponds to the ith feature variable. The feature variables include
T agi deﬁned as in Equation (1), the number of bookmark postings, and the
number of bibtex postings. T agi ’s are binary. Other two feature variables were
discretized by the supervised discretization method of Weka [6]. The method is
based on the approach proposed by [3].
One of the challenges in spam detection lies in the fact that the tag usage
pattern is continuously changing. For example, some tags chosen from a training
dataset by mutual information might not exist in a separate test dataset. In
this case, such tags cannot tell a test example is spammer or not because they
have never been used in the test dataset. To mitigate this problem, we propose
an enhanced feature selection method, considering both the mutual information
and whether the tag is used in the test period as follows.
1. Remove the tags which do not exist in the test dataset.
2. Select a pre-speciﬁed number of tags from the remaining tags according to
their mutual information values.

3

Experimental Evaluation

To evaluate the proposed approach and ﬁnd the optimal parameter value1 , we
reserved the data examples from the latest two months from the given training
dataset. Hence, the training period is from January 1989 to January 2008 and
the validation period is from February to March of the same year. The numbers
of postings during these periods are shown in Table 1. The numbers of spammers
and active users2 during the same periods are shown in Table 2.
In order to empirically ﬁnd the optimal number of tags for classiﬁcation, we
experimented with varying numbers of selected tags from 100 to 3,000. We also
1
2

Here, the parameter value denotes the number of tags.
It should be noted here that some users exist in both the training dataset and the
validation dataset.
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Table 1. The number of postings in the given training dataset.

Non-spam Spam
Total
Training period 260,271 1,264,539 1,524,820
Validation period 8,421
362,266 370,687
Total
268,692 1,626,805 1,895,497

Table 2. The number of users in the given training dataset.

Training period
Validation period

Active users Spammers Total
2,466
29,248 31,714
656
10,610 11,266

compared the conventional mutual information-based feature selection method
with the proposed one. The experimental results are shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Comparison of the feature selection methods with varying numbers of selected
tags. MI: the conventional method. MI + Test: the proposed method.

From the results, we can observe that the proposed method improves the
performance of naive Bayes classiﬁers in general. Also, the classiﬁcation per-
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Table 3. Comparison of the feature selection methods when the number of selected
tags is less than 1,000. MI: the conventional method. MI + Test: the proposed method.
Here, the performance is measured by the AUC.
# of Tags
100
300
400
500
600
700
MI
0.95793 0.96709 0.96771 0.96769 0.96689 0.96445
MI + Test 0.95911 0.96580 0.96739 0.96775 0.96598 0.96590

formance decreases as the number of selected tags exceeds 1,000. One possible
explanation for this phenomenon is that the large number of selected tags causes
the overﬁtting problem. In fact, the number of extreme prediction values, i.e.,
zero and one, increases as the number of tags grows.
The detailed comparison of the feature selection methods when the number of
selected tags is less than 1,000 is given in Table 3. In this case, the classiﬁcation
performance obtained by the proposed feature selection method is similar to that
by the conventional one. We conjecture that this is because the tags with very
high mutual information are not so much diﬀerent in our training and validation
datasets.
We applied our spam detection method to predicting spammers in the ﬁnal
test dataset. The ﬁnal results are shown in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Classiﬁcation performance of the proposed method on the real test dataset with
varying numbers of selected tags.
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Interestingly, the optimal number of selected tags from Table 3 and Fig. 2
is the same. In both cases, the best classiﬁcation performance was obtained by
considering 500 tags. The best result in Fig. 2 is 0.93899.

4

Conclusions

We described a machine learning-based approach for spam detection. As a classiﬁer, the naive Bayes classiﬁer was employed because of its simplicity and eﬃciency. The number of bookmark postings, the number of bibtex postings, and
the tags were considered as feature variables for the classiﬁcation. For the tag
selection, mutual information as well as the term’s usage in test period were
taken into account. The proposed feature selection method was shown to outperform the conventional mutual information-based approach in general. The
number of selected tags was empirically optimized through the validation experiments. Through the experiments on the ﬁnal test dataset, we have shown
that our empirical choice of the optimal number of selected tags from the training dataset was meaningful. One of the directions for future work would be to
combine the interrelationship between tags into our approach for more enhanced
classiﬁcation performance.
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Abstract. Today, more and more social networking websites support
collaborative tagging, which allows users to annotate resources (e.g., video
clips, blog posts, and bookmarks) on the web. Due to its increasing popularity, however, spammers started to target this new type of service and
generate misleading tags either to increase the visibility of some resources
or simply to confuse users. Consequently, the performance of applications
built upon tag data, such as recovery and discovery of web resources, can
be limited. In this paper, we propose an algorithm to identify spammers
from the collaborating systems by employing a spam score propagating
technique. The three dimensional relationship among users, tags and web
resources is ﬁrstly represented by a graph structure. A set of seed nodes,
where each node represents a user, are then selected and assigned values
to indicate whether the corresponding users are spammers or not. The
initial values are propagated through the graph to infer the status of the
remaining users. Our experimental results demonstrate the eﬀectiveness
of this approach in identify tag spammers.

1

Introduction

With the recent rise of Web 2.0 technologies, many social media applications
like Flickr, Del.ici.ous, and Last.fm provide features which allow users to assign
tags [1] to a piece of information such as a picture, blog entry, video clip etc.
Web users from diﬀerent backgrounds tag (annotate) resources on the Web at an
incredible speed, which results in large volume of tag data obtainable from the
Web today. The hidden value of tag data has been explored in many applications.
For example, Tso-Sutter et al [2] incorporated tags into collaborative ﬁltering
algorithms to enhance recommendation accuracy. In [3], the authors discussed
using tags to lighten the limitation of the amount and quality of anchor text
to improve enterprise search. The usage of tags in Web search has also been
investigated in Bao et al [4].
One notable reason which supports the increasing popularity of collaborative
tagging is that users are permitted to enter tags without any constraints. Consequently, spammers can easily take advantage of this new service to generate
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misleading tags to increase the visibility of some resources or simply to confuse
users. Therefore, identifying spammers from collaborating systems is an important problem so that top-quality tag data can be generated by removing those
supplied by spammers. Some research eﬀort has been exerted to target this problem. For example, Koutrika et al [5] proposed to combat tag spam by ranking
the results returned from a query tag, based on the co-occurrence frequency between the tag and each resource. Their approach is specially designed for tag
based search, while our research objective is more general so that the results can
be used in not only tag based search but also other applications of collaborative
systems.
In our approach, we ﬁrstly construct a graph which models users as nodes and
three types of relationship between users as edges. Particularly, we consider the
following types of relationship between users: common tags supplied by users,
common resources annotated by users and common tag-resource pairs used by
users. We then select a set of seed nodes whose corresponding users are manually assessed as spammers or not. The identity of the remaining nodes/users
are computed by propagating the status of seed nodes through the graph. The
eﬀectiveness of our approach is demonstrated on the bibsonomy data set1 .
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We discuss the background
knowledge by reviewing related work in Section 2. In Section 3, we describe
the approach which propagates the identity of seed users through the graph.
The evaluation results conducted on the bibsonomy data set are presented and
analyzed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes this paper with some summary
remarks and future work discussions.

2

Related Work

In this section, we review related work in two areas, collaborative tagging systems
and spam detection.
A collaborative tagging system allows users of a web site to freely attach to
a particular resource arbitrary tags which, in the opinion of the user, are somehow associated with the resource in question. The commonly noted structure of
collaborative ﬁltering systems is a tripartite model consisting of users, tags and
resources. This model is developed as a theoretical extension of the bipartite
structure of ontologies with an added “social dimension” in [6]. The dynamics of
collaborative systems are examined in [7] using the tag data at the bookmarking
site Del.ici.ous. According to this work, tag distributions tend to stabilize over
time. Halpin et al. conﬁrm these results in [8] and show additionally that tags
follow a power law distribution. Considering the structure and stable dynamics
of collaborative tagging systems, it seems likely that tag data would be a reliable
source of semantic information reﬂecting the cultural consensus of a particular
system’s users. As a result, various applications of tag data have been researched.
Mika [6] investigates the automatic extraction of ontological relationships from
1

http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/ws/rsdc08/dataset.html
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tag data and proposes the use of such emergent ontologies to improve currently
existing ontologies which are less capable of responding to ontological evolution.
Dmitriev et al. [3] explore the use of “annotations” for enterprise search to compensate for the lack of suﬃcient anchor text in intranet environments. In [4],
tag data is exploited for the purpose of web search through the use of two tag
based algorithms: one exploiting similarity between tag data and search queries,
and the other utilizes tagging frequencies to determine the quality of web pages.
Tso et al [2] incorporate the tag data into the collaborative ﬁltering systems.
Berendt and Hanser [9] demonstrate the beneﬁts of using tag data for weblog
classiﬁcation by treating it as content instead of meta data. For searching and
ranking within tagging systems, A. Hotho et al [10] propose the FolkRank algorithm which extends the seminal PageRank approach. In particular, they model
the structure of the folksonomy as a graph, where nodes represent users, tags
and resources, and edges represent the assignment relationship between users
and tags, users and resources, tags and resources.
Everywhere in the internet where information is exchanged, malicious individuals try to take advantage of the information exchange structure and use it
for their own beneﬁt. The largest amount of spam and historically the ﬁrst ﬁeld
where spam was generated is the electronic communication system (e-mail). Afterwards, various internet applications were attacked by spammers such as search
engine spam, blog spam, wiki spam etc, which triggered numerous research efforts in spam combating. For example, TrustRank [11] separates spam pages
from non-spam pages based on the intuition that trustworthy pages usually link
to also trustworthy pages and so on. They select a seed set of highly trusted
pages ﬁrst and then propagate the trust score of seed pages by following the
links from these pages through the Web. A survey of approaches ﬁghting spam
on social web sites can be found in [12]. Comparing to spam detection from other
web applications, studies on detecting spam from collaborative tagging systems
are very limited. Koutrika et al [5] propose to combat spam in the particular situation when users query for resources annotated with certain tags. Their method
ranks a resource higher if more users annotated it with the queried tags, based
on the assumption that tag spam may not be used by the majority. As mentioned before, our work is diﬀerent in the way that our approach is not designed
for a particular application. Consequently, the output of our algorithm — a set
of identiﬁed tag spammers — can be used by any application based on tags. Xu
et al [13] assign authority scores to users, and measure the goodness of each tag
with respect to a resource by the sum of the authority scores of all users who
have tagged the resource with the tag. Then, the authority scores of users are
computed via an iterative algorithm similar to HITs [14]. Contrasting to their
approach which iteratively computes authority scores for users and tag-resource
pairs, we iteratively update scores for users only. Moreover, our approach is
more ﬂexible in the way that multiple relationship, such as co-tag, co-resource
and co-tag-resource, can be taken into account, rather than considering only the
tag-resource pairs shared by users.
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3

Finding Malicious Users

Identifying malicious users (spammers) in a tagging environment with thousands
of participants and millions of tag assignments can be done by exploiting the wisdom of the crowds [15]. If many known spammers use a certain tag for a certain
resource, it might indicate that other users having the same tag assignment are
also spammers. In our approach we use an algorithm similar to TrustRank [11] to
propagate a spammer score through a graph with each node representing a user.
As in TrustRank, we need a set of seed nodes which were manually assessed. For
the competition, the training data was used as the seed set.
3.1

Problem Speciﬁcation

Let U be a set of users of a collaborating system, T be a set of tags, and R be
a set of resources. We deﬁne the functions getT (u) and getR(u) to retrieve the
set of tags and resources assigned by user u respectively. In addition, we deﬁne
the function getT R(u) to return the set of tag-resource pairs used by user u. For
example, getT R(u) = {tm rn } indicates that the user u assigned the tag tm to
the resource rn .
Our goal is to ﬁnd a function S(ui ), ui ∈ U, which assigns a score to each
user ui such that the higher the value of S(ui ), the higher the probability that
ui is a spammer. The value of S(ui ) ranges in [−1, 1] (the reason why negative
values are involved will be explained later in Section ??).
3.2

Tagging System Model

Given a set of data including users U, tags T and resources R, we model the
data as a bidirected weighted graph G = {V, E}, where V is a set of vertices with
each v ∈ V represents a u ∈ U. E is a set of edges such that each edge (vi , vj )
indicates that the two corresponding users ui and uj used at least one common
tag or resource. That is, |getR(ui ) ∩ getR(uj ) ∪ getT (ui ) ∩ getT (uj )| ≥ 1.
Additionally, we associate a weight to each edge so that the weight of an edge
depends on the number of shared tags and resources of the end nodes of the edge:
W (vi , vj ) = W (ui , uj ) = (|getT (ui ) ∩ getT (uj )| × Wt ) + (|getR(ui ) ∩ getR(uj )| ×
Wr )+(|getT R(ui )∩getT R(uj )|×Wtr ). Wi , i ∈ {r, t, tr} represent static weighting
factors to pay tribute to the diﬀerent degrees of proximity depending on whether
they are sharing the same tags t, resources r or even the same tag assignments
tr.
In Figure 1 (a), we present a very simple tagging scenario: Suppose we have
three users U = {u1 , u2 , u3 }, three diﬀerent tags T = {t1 , t2 , t3 } and two resources R = {r1 , r2 }. Each user has annotated the resources with certain tags.
For example, the leftmost link in Figure 1 (a) indicates that both users u1 and
u2 have supplied the tag t1 with the resource r1 . Based on the tag assignments in
this ﬁgure, the corresponding data model can be created as Figure 1 (b). Three
nodes, representing the three users, are connected with each other according
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r1

r2

u1

u1,u2
u2

u1u2
t1

W(u1,u2) = Wt*2
+Wr*1+Wtr*2

u3

u1,u3

getT(u1) = {t1,t2}
getR(u1) = {r1,r2}
getTR(u1) = {t1r1,t2r1,t1r2}

t2

u2

t3

u3

getT(u2) = {t1,t2,t3}
getR(u2) = {r1}
getTR(u2) = {t1r1,t2r1,t3r1}

(a) A tagging scenario

getT(u3) = {t1,t3}
getR(u3) = {r2}
getTR(u3) = {t1r2,t3r2}

(b) A data model

Fig. 1. A tagging scenario and its data model

to common tags/resources/tag-resources pairs. The results of the three functions related to a user, getT (ui ), getR(ui ), getT R(ui ), are shown in the ﬁgure
as well. Then, based on the tags, resources, and tag-resources used by a user,
the weight of an edge connecting two users can be computed. For example, as
shown in the ﬁgure, the weight of the edge between u1 and u3 is calculated as
W (u1 , u2 ) = Wt ∗ 2 + Wr ∗ 1 + Wtr ∗ 2, since the two users shared two tags, one
resource and two tag-resource pairs.
Based on this graph model, we introduce a right stochastic transition matrix
T , which is deﬁned as:

T (i, j) =

0
P W (vi ,vj )
v ∈V W (vi ,vk )
k

if (vi , vj ) ∈ E
if (vi , vj ) ∈ E

Suppose Wt , Wr and Wtr are set as 1. Figure 2 shows the adjacency matrix
and the transition matrix for the example in Figure 1. Note that, the adjacency
matrix is symmetric since the graph model is bidirected, while the transition
matrix is asymmetric.

0

v1 v2 v 3
v1
5 3
v2 5
2
v3 3 2

0

T = @ 75
3
5

5 31
8 8
0 27 A
2
0
5

Fig. 2. Adjacency (left) and transition (right) matrixes of the example in Figure 1.
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3.3

Spammer Score Propagation

In our approach, the spammer score for each user, S(u), is computed similarly to
TrustRank [11], which itself is based on PageRank [16]. The TrustRank employs
the formula as follows:
t-ranki+1 = α · T · t-ranki + (1 − α) · d,

(1)

with transition matrix T , a weighting factor α and the manually assessed seed
vector d. We use this formula to propagate initial spammer scores of seed users
through the graph. In addition to TrustRank which propagates only trust information, we adopt the distrust propagation idea described in [17] to allow the
propagation of scores for not only good users but also explicitly bad users (spammers). Consequently, we extend the manual seed set assessment to include both
good users and spammers. We populate the initial vector d with:
if ui ∈ SEED
if ui ∈
 SEED

O(ui )
0

d(ui ) =

(2)

where O(ui ) ∈ {−1, 0, 1} is the oracle function which assigns initial score 1 to
non-spammers, −1 to spammers and 0 to the rest. SEED ⊆ U is a set of seed
nodes, which for the competition was the provided set users in the training data.
Consider the running example shown in Figures 1 and 2, the results of our
approach (i.e. spammer score for each user) after 10 iterations are shown in
Figure 3, where v1 and v3 are selected as seed nodes and the decay factor α is
set as 0.5.
0
spammer-scorei+1 = 0.5 ·

5
8
5
@7 0
3 2
5 5

0

31
8
2A
7

0

0

1
1
· spammer-scorei + (1 − 0.5) · @ 0 A
−1

i = 10
v1
v2
v3
spammer-score(vx ) 0.38621816 -0.42241633 0.03619808
Fig. 3. Spammer score computation and results for the example in Figure 1.

4

Evaluation

Evaluation was performed on the competition’s data set. Due to the time constrains, we were not able to do extensive evaluation, investigating the results for
diﬀerent parameter settings, or do an in-depth analysis of the submitted results.
Since we were only allowed to submit one run, we will try to provide more results
for the ﬁnal paper.
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4.1

Data Set

The data set comes from bibsonomy2 and was manually extended with spammer
information3 . Table 1 shows the properties of the provided training and test data
set. The data consists mainly of tagged bookmarks rather than tagged bibtex
entries ( 2%) and bookmark tag assignments are more likely to be spam compared
to bibtex tag assignments (90.229% vs. 0.264% in the training data).
Table 1. Training and test data sets
Users
Spammers
Tag Assignments
Tag Assignments
from Spammers

4.2

Training Data Set Test Data Set
31,715
7,205
29,248
7,034
14,074,725
2,743,743
13,258,759

2,612,634

Results

We evaluated diﬀerent conﬁgurations. Firstly, we only considered co-occurence
of tag-resource pairs between users. That means, only if two users assigned the
same tag to a certain resource we created an edge in the graph for these two
users. Secondly, we added resource co-occurence edges to the graph. Still ongoing
are evaluations for other conﬁgurations like including tag co-occurence between
users. The confusion matrices for the ﬁrst two conﬁgurations can be seen in
Table 2.
Table 2. Confusion matrices for diﬀerent conﬁgurations
Only Tag-Resource Pairs Co-occurence
True Positives: 6085 True Negatives
13
False Positives: 158 False Neagatives
949
Tag-Resource Pairs and Resources Co-occurence
True Positives: 6202 True Negatives
2
False Positives: 169 False Neagatives
832

Table 3 shows accuracy and ROC AUC values. Since we only assigned
boolean values to users the ROC curve is not very interesting and we ommit
it here.
2
3

http://www.bibsonomy.org
http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/ws/rsdc08/dataset.html
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Table 3. Accuracy and ROC AUC for diﬀerent conﬁgurations
Strategy
Accuracy ROC AUC
Tag-Resource Pairs 86.11%
0.4469
T-R Pairs, Resources 84.64%
0.4707

5

Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we mainly describe an approach to identify spammers from collaborative tagging systems. The basic idea follows the seminal PageRank approach.
The speciﬁc feature which distinguishes our approach from existing work is the
data structure we employ. In particular, we explicitly model users of collaborative systems as nodes in a graph, since our objective is to detect suspicious
spammers. An edge is then created between two users if they co-used a resource,
a tag and/or a tag-resource pair. After manually assessing a set of seed users, the
scores indicating whether they are spammers or not are propagated through the
graph. The intuitive is that nonspammers may annotate resources with similar
tags, while spammers may have similar interests in particular resources and/or
tags. Consequently, as another feature of our approach, we propagate the scores
of not only nonspammers but also spammers. The experimental results on the
challenge data demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of our approach.
For future work we want to combine our link-based algorithm with a contentbased approach. The beneﬁts could be twofold: Firstly we could use the contentbased approach to automatically generate the seed set, and secondly we could
adjust the weights for propagation based on the content analysis. To improve our
link-based algorithm we try to ﬁnd more connections between users to minimize
the number of unreachable partitions in the graph. The assignments of probabilities to users instead of boolean values could also comprise some potential
for improvement. For real world applications, the question of seed set selection
poses another interesting task which needs to be solved.
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Abstract. This paper addresses the problem of learning to classify texts
by exploiting information derived from both training and testing sets. To
accomplish this, clustering is used as a complementary step to text classiﬁcation, and is applied not only to the training set but also to the testing
set. This approach allows us to study the location of the testing examples
and the structure of the whole dataset, which is not possible for an inductive learner. The incorporation of this knowledge to the feature representation of the texts is expected to boost the performance of a SVM/TSVM
classiﬁer. Experiments conducted on tasks and datasets provided in the
framework of the ECML/PKDD 2008 Challenge Discovery on spam detection on social bookmarking systems, demonstrate the eﬀectiveness of
our approach. The experiments show substantial improvements on classiﬁcation performance.
Key words: classiﬁcation, clustering, spam detection

1

Introduction

Text classiﬁcation and clustering have been the focus of critical research in the
areas of machine learning and artiﬁcial intelligence. In the literature, these two
streams ﬂow independently of each other, despite their akin close conceptual
and practical relations. However, there are several important research issues
encapsulated into text classiﬁcation tasks and the role of clustering in support
of these tasks is also of great signiﬁcance.
A standard research issue for text classiﬁcation is the creation of compact representations of the feature space and the discovery of the complex relationships
that exist between features, documents and classes. In this vein, an important
area of research where clustering is used to aid text classiﬁcation is the area
of dimensionality reduction. Clustering is used as a feature compression and/or
extraction method : features are clustered into groups based on selected clustering criteria. Feature clustering methods create new, reduced-size event spaces by
joining similar features into groups. They deﬁne a similarity measure between
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features, and collapse similar features into single events that no longer distinguish among their constituent features. Typically, the parameters of the cluster
become the weighted average of the parameters of its constituent features. Two
types of clustering have been identiﬁed: i) one-way clustering, i.e. feature clustering based on the distributions of features in the documents or classes [2],[16]
and ii) co-clustering, i.e. clustering both features and documents [4].
A second research area of text classiﬁcation where clustering has a lot to
oﬀer, is the area of semi-supervised learning. Training data contain both labelled
and unlabelled examples. Obtaining a fully labelled training set is a diﬃcult
task; labelling is usually done using human expertise, which is expensive, time
consuming, and error prone. Obtaining unlabelled data is much easier since it
involves collecting data that are known to belong to one of the classes without
having to label them. Clustering is used as a method to extract information
from the unlabelled data in order to boost the classiﬁcation task. In particularly,
clustering is used: i) to create a training set from the unlabelled data [5], ii) to
augment the training set with new documents from the unlabelled data [18], [19],
iii) to augment the dataset with new features [13], [9], [10], and iv) to co-train a
classiﬁer [14], [11].
Finally, clustering in large-scale classiﬁcation problems is another major research area in text classiﬁcation. A considerable amount of work is done on using
clustering to reduce the training time of a classiﬁer when dealing with large data
sets. In particular, while SVM classiﬁers (see [3] for a tutorial) have proved to be
a great success in many areas, their training time is at least O(N 2 ) for training
data of size N , which makes them non favourable for large data sets. The same
problem applies to other classiﬁers as well. In this vein, clustering is used as a
down-sampling pre-process to classiﬁcation, in order to reduce the size of the
training set resulting in a reduced dimensionality and a smaller, less complex
classiﬁcation problem, easier and quicker to solve [17], [1]. However, it should
be noted that dimensionality reduction is not accomplished directly using clustering as a feature reduction technique as discussed earlier, but rather in an
indirect way through the removal of training examples that are most probably
not useful to the classiﬁcation task and the selection of the most representative
redundant training set. In most of the cases this involves the collaboration of
both clustering and classiﬁcation techniques.
For a detailed review and interpretation of the role of clustering in diﬀerent
ﬁelds of text classiﬁcation see [12].
In this paper, we deal with the text classiﬁcation aided by clustering scenario and apply it to the problem of spam detection in social resource sharing
systems. Social resource sharing systems are web–based systems that allow users
to upload their resources, and to label them with arbitrary words, so–called tags.
The systems can be distinguished according to what kind of resources are supported. The system under investigation is called BibSonomy1 and it is a social
bookmark and publication sharing system that allows sharing bookmarks and
1

http://www.bibsonomy.org
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BibTex entries simultaneously. A formal description of the underlying structure
which is called folksonomy is given in [7].
The paper is organized as follows: next section presents the algorithm. Section
3 presents the empirical evaluation. We conclude by pointing out open issues and
limitations of the algorithm presented.

2

The Algorithm–Using Clustering For Text
Classiﬁcation

Consider a k –class categorization problem, (k = 1 in the case of spam detection on social bookmarking systems), with a labeled training sample T r =
{(x1 , y1 ) , . . . , (xl , yl )} of feature vectors x ∈ Rn and corresponding labels yi ∈
{1, . . . , k}, and an unlabeled testing sample T e = x∗1 , . . . , x∗m of feature vectors. The features are valued using the TF*IDF weighting scheme [15], deﬁned
by
W (fi ) = T F (fi , x) ∗ IDF (fi )

(1)

where the term frequency of feature fi , T F (fi , x), is the number of its occurences in document x, the inverse document frequency is
IDF (fi ) = log2

|D|
DF (fi )

(2)

where |D| = |T r ∪ T e| is the number of documents in the dataset, and the
document frequency, DF (fi ), is the number of documents that contain fi at least
ones. All feature vectors are normalized to unit length.
The algorithm consists of the following three steps:
– Clustering step: to cluster both the training and testing set.
– Expansion step: to augment the dataset with meta–features originated from
the clustering step.
– Classiﬁcation step: to train a classiﬁer with the expanded dataset.
2.1

Clustering Step

For the clustering step of the algorithm, we need to deﬁne the desired number
of clusters into which the dataset should be clustered. Results from experiments
[10] conducted on three widely used corpora (Reuters, 20Newsgroup, and WebKB) have shown an increase of performance of classiﬁcation when the number
of clusters is equal to the number of the predeﬁned classes. In traditional classiﬁcation tasks it can be assumed that the classes correspond to topics, and there
is a one-to-one correspondence between the topic and the class under which the
data are classiﬁed. Moreover, the examples of a class are clustered together which
is logical since they share the same word distribution. So we can assume that
there is a one-to-one correspondence between classes, topics and clusters, and
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use this information to deﬁne the desired number of clusters. In spam detection
on social bookmarking systems we can’t make such safe assumptions. Spam user
posts can deal with many diﬀerent topics, there is a one-to-many correspondence
between the class spam and the topics of the posts that fall under it. So, the
number of topics can’t be determined beforehand. Hense, the number of clusters to select is two: one cluster with the spam posts and one cluster with the
non-spam.
The CLU T OT M Clustering Toolkit [8] is used and a divisive clustering algorithm with repeated bisections is selected for clustering both the training and
testing sets. In this method, the disired k–way clustering solution is computed
by performing a sequence of k − 1 repeated bisections. The dataset is ﬁrst clustered into two groups, then one of these groups is selected and disected further.
This process continuous until the desired k number of clusters is found. During
each step, the cluster is bisected so that the resulting k–way clustering solution
optimizes the internal criterion function
k

max

sim(u, v)
g=1

(3)

u,v∈Sg

where Sg is the set of documents assigned to the g th cluster, u and v represent
two documents, and sim(u, v) is the similarity between two documents. The
generated set of clusters G = {G1 , G2 , . . . , Gk } consists of k non–overlapping
clusters.
2.2

Expansion Step

In the expansion step, each cluster in G contributes one meta–feature to the
feature space of the training and testing sets, i.e. k meta–features are created.
The weight of these meta–features is computed applying the TF*IDF weighting
scheme to the clusters. We consider that all the documents in a cluster Gj
share the same meta–feature mfj whose frequency within a document x of the
cluster equals to one, T F (mfj , x) = 1, its document frequency equals to the
size of the cluster, DF (mfj ) = |Gj |, and its inverse document frequency is
IDF (mfj ) = log2
mfj is deﬁned by

|D|
|Gj |

. Then by properly adjusting Equation 1 the weight of

W (mfj ) = log2

2.3

|D|
|Gj |

(4)

Classiﬁcation Step

Finally, in the classiﬁcation step the SVMlight implementation of SVMs and
TSVMs is used. A binary classiﬁer is constructed for the expanded dataset, a
linear kernel is used and the weight C of the slack variables is set to default.
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5

A Performance Study

3.1

Experiment Settings

The empirical evaluation is done in two tasks created and published in the framework of ECML/PKDD 2008 Discovery Challenge2 .
– Task A deals with spam detection in social bookmarking systems. The goal
of this task is to learn a model which predicts whether a user is a spammer
or not. In order to detect spammers as early as possible, the model should
make good predictions for a user when he submits his ﬁrst post.
– In Task B the aim is to support the user during the tagging process and to
facilitate the tagging. BibSonomy includes a tag recommender. This means
that when a user ﬁnds an interesting bibtex or bookmark and posts it to
BibSonomy, the system oﬀers up to ten recommended tags on the posting
page. The goal is to learn a model which eﬀectively predicts the tags a user
will use to describe his post.
The dataset provided consists of data, in the form of posts, collected from
2.638 active non-spam users and 36.282 spam users by manually labeling spammers and non–spammers. It was devided in a training set which was provided at
the beginning of the competition, and a testing set which was released 48 hours
before the deadline. Users’ posts are either bibtex or bookmarks. They include
all public information such as the url, the description, the title and the user
deﬁned tags.
The evaluation criterion prescribed by the competition is the AUC value.
3.2

Results

Several experiments were conducted during the contest on the given training set
as well as after the publication of the true classiﬁcation labels of the testing set. In
this paper only the results from experiments on the whole dataset are presented.
In all the experiments, the given dataset was pre-processed as follows. First, for
each user, all his posts, BibTex and bookmarks, were considered as one record
(feature vector), i.e. there were no multiple records per user as in the original
dataset. Then, diﬀerent versions of this dataset were created. One containing
all public information including tags and urls, a second containing all public
information except from tags and urls, a third without the tags, and a fourth
without the urls. The reason for the diﬀerent versions created was to examine
the impact of using tags and urls in the spam detection process. As stated in
[6] tags are considered as one of the ways that a spam user can use to corrupt a
bookmarking system. The more often a web page is submitted and tagged, the
better chance it has of being found. Spam users bookmark the same web page
multiple times and tag each page of their web site using a lot of popular tags.
2

Additional information can be found in http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/ws/rsdc08/
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According to this fact, we can hypothesize that a url is a serious indicator of a
spam user, whereas a tag is a deceptive one.
Also, we wanted to examine the eﬀect of applying stemming and stopword
removal mechanisms to the dataset. A series of experiments was conducted in
this basis too. It should be noted that numbers, words with length less than two
and punctuation marks where discarded for all datasets. Finally, the TF*IDF
weighting scheme is applied and all users’ vectors are normalized to unit length.
The following experiment scenarios were conducted:
– case1 : the dataset is used without the tags and urls, whereas stemming and
stopword removal are applied .
– case2 : the dataset is used without the tags and urls, and stemming and
stopword removal are not applied.
– case3 : the dataset is used with the tags and urls, and stemming and stopword
removal are applied.
– case4 : the dataset is used with the tags and urls, whereas stemming and
stopword removal are not applied.
– case5 : the dataset is used without the tags, with the urls, whereas stemming
and stopword removal are applied.
– case6 : the dataset is used without the tags, with the urls, and stemming and
stopword removal are not applied.
– case7 : the dataset is used with the tags, without the urls, whereas stemming
and stopword removal are applied.
– case8 : the dataset is used with the tags, without the urls, and stemming and
stopword removal are not applied.
We applied our algorithm only on Task A. The results of these experiments
are presented in Table 1. To provide a baseline for comparison, results from the
standard SVM and transductive SVM (TSVM) classiﬁers are also presented. CSVM and C-TSVM correspond to the perfomance of an SVM/TSVM classiﬁer
when it is used in conjuction with clustering according to our algorithm.
Table 1. Results for Task A.
Case1
Case2
Case3
Case4
Case5
Case6
Case7
Case8

SVM
82.03
82.33
84.68
85.26
84.79
85.00
84.69
83.77

C-SVM
82.72
82.92
85.86
86.42
85.61
86.28
85.54
83.78

TSVM C-TSVM
89.15
89.17
89.76
90.10
93.34
93.64
93.04
94.54
90.05
92.95
90.93
91.84
90.02
92.44
90.04
91.65

First of all, we can see that the C-SVM and C-TSVM classiﬁers perform
better than the standard SVM and TSVM classiﬁers. In all cases, the C-TSVM
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classiﬁer has the best performance over the rest of the classiﬁers. The best result
of 94.54% is obtained when the tags and urls are both included in the dataset and
stemming and stopword removal are not applied (case 4). In almost all cases,
the application of stemming and stopword removal deteriorates performance.
The inclusion or not of tags and urls in the dataset also aﬀects performance.
When tags and urls are both included in the dataset as in cases 3 and 4, the
classiﬁcation performance is higher in contrast with the cases 1 and 2 where tags
and urls are excluded. Also, when tags and urls are used in turn as in cases 5 to
8, we can see that the performance is better when urls are used whereas tags are
not used in the dataset. The results conﬁrm the original hypothesis that stated
that a url is a serious indicator of a spam user, whereas a tag is a deceptive one.

4

Conclusions

We presented empirical results on datasets given in the framework of the ECML/
PKDD Discovery Challenge 2008 on spam detection in social bookmarking systems. On all experiments conducted, the clustering approach combined with
a SVM/ TSVM classiﬁer showed improvements over the use of a standard
SVM/TSVM classiﬁer on its own. The applycation of stemming and stopword
removal mechanisms, revealed a deterioration in performance and their use is
not encouraged in this context. Also, the results conﬁrm the hypothesis that
urls can be considered as a serious indicator of spam users, whereas tags can be
deceptive.
One limitation of our algorithm is that when a new user makes his ﬁrst
post, the same procedure of clustering, meta–feature addition, and classiﬁcation, should be applied again for the whole dataset, a rather time consuming,
and computationally expensive process. A suggestion would be to use incremental clustering instead of the static clustering algorithm used now. Incremental
clustering is a method that deals with the problem of updating clusters without
frequently performing complete reclustering. This would be a more suitable way
for maintaining clusters in the typical, dynamic environment of spam detection.
Another issue about our algorithm is its rather naive approach to clustering
that may not capture all the meta–information possible hidden in the dataset.
More sophisticated clustering methods have been proposed in the literature that
focus on incorporating prior knowledge into the clustering process; conceptual
clustering, topic–driven clustering, just to name a few. These methods are based
in the idea that it is possible to use explicitly available domain knowledge to
constrain or guide the clustering process. In our case, the class labels of the
training set can constitute the domain knowledge and be used as guidance to a
clustering algorithm. This way, it can be reassured that the created clusters will
reﬂect the major concepts included in the corpus.
Other issues that can be further researched include the estimation and statistical basis of the optimum number of clusters and meta–features to be used.
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Abstract. Collaborative software is gaining pace as a vital means of
information sharing between users. This paper discusses one of the key
challenges that aﬀect such systems which is identifying spammers. We
discuss potential features that describe the system’s users and illustrate
how we can use those features in order to determine potential spamming
users through various machine learning models.

1

Introduction

Spamming is a crucial challenge that aﬀects both users and services providers.
Users are faced with spamming obstacles during activities such as web-based
searching. This often occurs when spammers use techniques or keywords to increase the rank of their websites. This in turn overshadows more relevant pages
that users might be actually interested in. A famous form of spamming is that
a spammer might create a website with keywords most relevant to a common
accessory that a user maybe interested in. Other victims of spamming are email
service providers. Email providers use a lot of spam detection techniques in order
to minimize spam emails sent to their users.
Spam detection is faced with great challenges and thus various techniques
have been deployed. Some techniques are based on detecting the most common
keywords or key phrases that are frequently used in most spamming emails.
Other techniques are based on learning general patterns that spammers tend
to use to advertise their material. Some of them rely mostly on manually constructed pattern matching rules that need to be tuned to each user. A greater
challenge is that the characteristics of spam change over time which makes maintaining the rules a daunting task. Other systems employ machine learning techniques which allow the system to automatically learn to separate spam from
other messages. Classiﬁcation techniques, based on diﬀerent features that describe a user and posts, are used in order to diﬀerentiate between spamming and
non-spamming users.
2
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In this work we target a speciﬁc type of collaborative social software systems
that suﬀers from spamming which is social bookmarking[12]. Its main focus is
collecting the user online bookmarks which the user generates. Other similar
systems are used to store user-generated scientiﬁc bibliographies. The main element in such systems is a post. It’s composed of a user, a resource and a number
of tags annotating it. Systems such as social bookmarking allow users to upload
their resources, and label them with tags. The systems diﬀer depending on the
type of resource being shared[7]. On most systems, users are described by their
user ID and tags may be arbitrary strings. Users are allowed to copy the resources tagged by other users. They are also allowed to view information such
as who tagged what resource and so forth. The power of such a system is that
users are able to share or browse other users’ shared data.
The set of tag-resource relations is referred to as folksonomy[1]. It stands for
conceptual structures created by people. The collection of all user assignments is
called a user personomy. A collection of all personomies in turn constitutes the
folksonomy. There is widespread use of these systems due to the presence of sharing mechanisms between users which enable breaking the knowledge acquisition
problem users face.
In this paper, we discuss various features that can be used to identify spammers that target such systems. The main motivation of our work is to capture the
necessary features that discriminate spammers from non-spammers. Our second
motivation is to determine what an eﬃcient classiﬁcation model would be like.

2

Related Work

Li and Hsieh [11] proposed a group-based anti-spam framework investigating
the clustering structures of spammers based on spam traﬃc collected at a domain mail server. Their study showed that the relationship among spammers
demonstrates highly clustering structures based on URL grouping.
Krause and Schmitz [9] proposed a social bookmarking setting to identify
spammers using features based on the topological, semantic and proﬁle-based
information. They used diﬀerent classiﬁcation techniques to evaluate their proposed features. Their best results were achieved using SVM scoring a roc area
of 0.936.
Koutrica et al [8] introduced a framework for modeling tagging systems and
user tagging behavior. They proposed a tagging system where malicious tags and
malicious user behaviors are well-deﬁned, and described and studied a variety of
query schemes and moderator strategies for tag spam detection.
Androutsopoulos et al [3] explored the idea that a Naive Bayesian classiﬁer
could be used to ﬁlter spam mail. They also investigated the eﬀect of some
parameters on the performance of the ﬁlter such as attribute-set size, trainingcorpus size, lemmatization, and stop-lists. They discovered that the ﬁlter has a
stable signiﬁcant positive contribution with additional safety nets like resending
private messages but is not viable when blocked messages are deleted.
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Beil et al [5] introduced an approach which uses frequent item (term) sets
for text clustering. They used algorithms for association rule mining to discover
such frequent sets. They presented two algorithms for frequent term-based text
clustering: FTC and HFTC where the ﬁrst creates ﬂat clustering and the second
allows hierarchical clustering respectively.
Wetzker et al [12] analyzed 150 million bookmarks. They showed how bookmarks are vulnerable to spamming and how to limit such vulnerability to avoid
aﬀecting the analysis process.
Hotho et al [2] speciﬁed a formal model for folksonomies and described their
system: BibSonomy, used for sharing both bookmarks and publication references
in a personal library. They showed that BibSonomy is valuable for researchers
because of the fact that it combines both bookmarks and publication entries.
Gomes and Cazita [10] provided a characterization of spam traﬃc using workload variation, density, inter-arrival time distribution, email size distribution,
temporal locality, etc., compared with non-spam emails. They showed that nonspam email transmissions are typically driven by bilateral social relationship
while spam transmissions are usually unilateral actions based on the spammers’
will to reach a large number of recipients.

3

Semantic Features

Semantic features refer to annotations that are derived from the content of the
resources. We are motivated to show the value of using semantic features as a
means of detecting spammers.
For the ﬁrst set of features, we used those mentioned by Krause et al. [9]. They
proposed a set of features that were extracted from a dataset with comparable
characteristics to the one under investigation. Our contribution is the usage and
creation of semantic features that could contribute to the classiﬁcation accuracy.
The ﬁrst feature [9] deals with counting the number of tags of the user which
contain ’group=public’. This feature measures the amount of tags that are publicly shared with the social bookmarking community. This is used by spammers
in order to increase the exposure of spammed material to the public.
For the second and third features [9], we counted the number of resources
that are common between the current user and non-spammers in the training set
and the number of resources that are common between the user and spammers in
the training set, respectively. Common resources could be shared bookmarks or
shared BibSonomy items. Those two features allow measuring a ratio between
resources that the current user shares with the spammers and non-spammers
community.
Following the same concept for the fourth and ﬁfth features [9], we counted
the number of tags that are common between the users and non-spammers in the
training set as well as the number of tags that are common between the users
and spammers in the training set. It is important to note that the diﬀerence
between those two features and the previous two is that a resource could be
assigned to more than one tag.
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Similarly for the sixth and seventh features [9], we counted the number of
resource-tag couples that are common between the user and non-spammers in the
training set and the number of resource-tag couples that are common between
the user and spammers in the training set. This gives an indication about the
ratio of resources-tags for spammers and non spammers.
For the eighth, ninth and tenth features [9], we calculated the co-occurrences
of some of the previously mentioned features. The eighth feature is a calculation
of the co-occurrence generated when we compute the ratio between the second
and third features. The ninth feature is a calculation of the ratio between the
fourth and ﬁfth features. The tenth feature is a calculation of the ratio between
the sixth and seventh features. All the co-occurrences features are based on the
assumption that spammers share the same vocabulary as non-spammers [9].
We are motivated to capture the keywords that always co-occur with spammed
material [9]. Those keywords are referred to as black-listed words. The blacklisted words are a list of words that generally occur in spammed material, such
as emails or websites, with high frequency. We developed a weighted version of
that list in order to use it for our proposed features. Using the training set, we
gave each word a score which represents the frequency between word repetitions
by spammers divided by frequency between word repetition by non-spammer.
We used the same technique for both tags and descriptions.
For the eleventh feature, we calculated the total score of each word in the
description of every bookmark for each user divided by the number of bookmarks
for the user. For the twelfth feature, we calculated the total score of each word in
the tags of every bookmark for each user. Those two features allow us to capture
the frequency of black-listed keywords within resources such as bookmarks and
tag names.
For our last feature, we counted how many times a tag was repeated with
other tags for the same resource by non-spammers. We created what we call a
tag-pair which consists of the two tokens inside the tag. The total score of the
feature is calculated as follows: for each tag-pair of each resource, if the user
used a deﬁned tag-pair, we add one divided by the tag-pair score, otherwise, we
add three.

4

Dataset

We use the dataset provided for the ECML PKDD Discovery Challenge 2008.
The dataset consists of users and their posts. The information includes all public
information such as the URL, the description and all tags of the post. The
training data was composed of 22,200 patterns and the testing set was composed
of 9,959 which included 741 non-spamming users. In this paper, we report the
results obtained by using the testing set provided at training time.
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5

Evaluation

The problem will be evaluated using AUC (Area Under ROC Curve). AUC estimates the probability that a randomly chosen positive instance will be ranked
higher than a randomly chosen negative instance [7]. It shows the relative tradeoﬀs between beneﬁts (true positives rates) and costs (false positives rates)[13].

6

Experimental Setup

We experimented with ﬁve models: K-Nearest Neighbor Regression, Gaussian
Processes [6], Support Vector Machine (SVM), Neural Networks and Ensemble
Learning using both SVM and Neural Networks. We used Rapid Miner1 as our
machine learning toolkit.

6.1

K-Nearest Neighbor Regression

The following table shows the AUC values obtained using diﬀerent values of k. A
low value of k results in an input-sensitive model while a high value of k results
in a smoothing model.

Length Scale
3
5
7
13
15
17
19
30
35
40
50

AUC
0.863233176
0.87998662
0.886212826
0.901224341
0.900489829
0.902808017
0.904737342
0.908758165
0.90963878
0.909391328
0.909341884

Table 1. K-Nearest Neighbor Results

The best AUC value (0. 90963878) is achieved at k = 35. It is worth noting
that both Gaussian Processes and KNN regression performed best at a point of
notably high smoothing (low variance).
1

http://rapid-i.com
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6.2

Gaussian Processes

We used Gaussian Processes[6] with Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel while
restricting the maximum number of basis functions to 100. This restriction signiﬁcantly reduced training time without any notable change to the AUC value
(compared to 1000 basis functions). The following table shows the obtained AUC
values on the validation set for diﬀerent values of the Length-Scale of the RBF
kernel. A low value of L results in an input-sensitive (high variance) model while
a high value of L results in a smoothing model.
Length Scale
3
10
20
40
80
81
82
83
85
90
100
150

AUC
0.770784148624904
0.781429115194297
0.84661283935238
0.921302082732583
0.932317150535772
0.929417857595996
0.929390174977221
0.929390174977221
0.926760095505033
0.923650491558724
0.915941266710499
0.886343702780949

Table 2. Gaussian Processes Results

The best AUC value (0.932317150535772) is achieved at length scale of 80,
a relatively high value.
6.3

Support Vector Machines

As for the SVM, we used cost-based learning [14][15][4]. Assigning a cost of 7
for labeling a user as non-spammer produced highest results. Accordingly, we
reached the following ﬁgures:

Kernel Gamma/Pol.Degree
AUC
RBF
1 0.9501623
RBF
1.2 0.9521352
RBF
2 0.9509834
RBF
7 0.9487790
Polynomial
9 0.9519381
Table 3. Support Vector Machine Results
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To improve results, we employed a cascading scheme in which an SVM model
(of conﬁguration 2) is used to classify data patterns and another SVM model is
used to reclassify diﬃcult patterns. A diﬃcult pattern is a pattern that produced
an output in the range between -1 and 1 in the ﬁrst SVM model, meaning that
there is too little conﬁdence to classify it. The second model is trained using
the diﬃcult points in the training set; we classiﬁed our training set using the
ﬁrst model and extracted the diﬃcult points which we used to train the second
model. Adding the second model with parameters diﬀerent than the ﬁrst model
would assure that the diﬃcult points that are misclassiﬁed by the ﬁrst model are
classiﬁed correctly by the second model. The table below shows the parameter
conﬁgurations we tried for the second model (cost value is the same) and the
AUC achieved by each.
Kernel Gamma/Pol.Degree
AUC
RBF
1.22 0.9526184
RBF
1 0.9525310
RBF
0.9 0.9487790
Polynomial
9 0.9518192
Table 4. Support Vector Machine Results with Cascading Schema

It was observed that using one classiﬁer misclassiﬁed 350 users of the 9950
users of the test set.
6.4

Neural Networks

We used a Neural Network Model with learning rate 0.6 and momentum 0.3
for 9000 epoch. The network contained one hidden layer of thirty neurons with
a sigmoid activation function. The model resulted in an AUC of 0.9394533.
Decreasing the learning rate to 0.4 decreased the AUC to 0.9238232.
6.5

Combined NN and SVM

Finally, we attempted an ensemble learning scheme where we averaged the outputs of the best two SVM models and the best Neural Network model. This
produced an AUC of 0.9425323421.
Using the proposed features of [9] to train our models with the ﬁrst ten
features, we achieved an AUC of 0.941243347. Adding the eleventh feature alone
(weighted black list feature) resulted in an AUC of 0.950537472. By adding the
ﬁnal feature, we reach our best model giving an AUC value of 0.9526184.

7

Conclusion

In this paper we discussed the semantic features that can be used to detect
spammers in a social bookmarking system. Our proposed features demonstrate
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improved results compared to the ones proposed by [9] on the competition test
set taking into consideration the comparable dataset. The paper also discussed
the results obtained by training various classiﬁers. In addition, this paper demonstrated how the cascading scheme model provided better results and partially
tackled the border-line of classiﬁcation that [9] mentioned. We used the Area
Under ROC Curve method to evaluate our results and the best result obtained
was 0.9526.
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Abstract. The task of the ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge 2008 is
to identify spammers in a social bookmarking system. We classify users
using three diﬀerent types of features, based on cooccurences, network
properties and url parts. Cooccurrence features are based on the assumption that users associated with similar documents and tags as spammers
are likely to be spammers themselves. Network-based features work on
a collective scale, assuming common behavioural patterns which can be
identiﬁed in the graph structures created by tagging activities. Finally,
a text classiﬁcation on the URLs’ components identiﬁes frequent terms
in spam URLs. With these features, we train an SVM for classiﬁcation.
Our submission run, combining all three classes of features, performed
worse than expected from previous tests. With the wisdom of hindsight,
we ﬁnd an optimal choice of features is to leave out network features
entirely but to strengthen URL classiﬁcation. This is, however, a side
eﬀect of wrong assumptions about the test set; network features, used
alone, still yield positive results. As network features do not depend on
the presence of labeled users, they should be further explored to identify
structural properties of tag spam even when no ground truth exists.

1

Introduction

Social bookmarking systems have come of age. One of the less pleasant
indicators of this development is the arrival of the spammers. This year’s
ECML/PKDD Discovery Challenge has provided researchers with data
from users of a social bookmarking site (www.bibsonomy.org), marked as
spammers or non-spammers, along with the documents they bookmarked
and the tags they used. The goal was to learn a model to distinguish
spammers from regular users in an unknown test dataset. We present
our approach and the results on the dataset.
So far, not much research has been conducted on spam in social bookmarking sites. [4, 7] have, e.g., simulated the impact of certain spamming
practices on the overall properties of a social bookmarking dataset in dependence of a number of key parameters. In [2], spam is mentioned brieﬂy
as it causes a deviation from an otherwise smooth strength distribution
of a tag network. Most related to our current task is however [8], in which
the organizers of this workshop performed experiments on an earlier version of the current dataset. Our work is similar in that we create user
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Fig. 1. Distribution of spam in the diﬀerent sets

features on which we train a classiﬁer. However, we explore other features: We vary the exploitation of cooccurrence patterns already used in
[8], but also introduce features based on network analysis, and perform
a text classiﬁcation on the url components of the bookmarks.

2
2.1

Dataset
Basic Properties

The training dataset provides 14,074,956 triples E = (d, u, t) ∈ D×U ×T ,
where D is the set of 1,425,108 documents, U is the set of 31,715 users,
and T is the set of 310,234 tags. If we interpret D, U and T as nodes
and E as edges, this deﬁnes a 3-partite 3-hypergraph. Documents can
either be bibliographic references or WWW bookmarks and come with
associated metadata like URL, title etc. Users are simply presented as
IDs and labeled as spammers or non-spammers. Tags are strings. The
merged training and test dataset consists of 16,818,699 triples, 1,574,963
documents, 38,920 users and 396,474 tags. Of the additional 7,205 users,
only 171, i.e. 2.37% are regular users.
Figure 1 shows the distribution of spam and non-spam elements in the
training dataset. The most striking fact is that 29,248 of 31,715 users
are spammers, i.e., only 7.78% are legitimate users. Most tags and documents are used by spammers or non-spammers exclusively and can thus
be regarded as spam or non-spam as well. Overlap between use by spammers and non-spammers is very rare in documents, but more frequent
among tags. This indicates two diﬀerent incentives for spammers: They
may post spam bookmarks under frequently used tags, such that other
users browsing the repository are led to their pages. Posting bookmarks
under other, sometimes randomly created tags, probably serves the purpose of creating links from reputated sites (the bookmarking site) to
the spammed page, trying to trick search engines into improving the
spammed page’s rank.
Figure 2 shows the distribution of connections (in the training set) between elements of the diﬀerent types as the accumulative probability
distribution of elements of one type having x connections to elements of
any other type. We can see that
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(a) users per document

(b) documents per user

(c) documents per tag

(d) tags per document

(e) tags per user

(f) users per tag

Fig. 2. Accumulative distribution of number of connected elements for spam(red), nonspam(green) and mixed(blue) elements

– Around 90% of all documents are only bookmarked by one person
– The numbers of tags per document, tags per user and users per tag
diﬀer visibly for spam and non-spam elements.
– Documents and tags used by both spammers and non-spammers
(blue in the graphs) tend to have strongly diﬀerent characteristics.

2.2

Creating a probe dataset

Many features we will present in the following use cooccurrence information. With such features, it is important to exclude the cooccurrence
information for the users we want to test them on. We therefore split
the training dataset into ﬁve subsets, each containing the nth ﬁfth of
spam and the nth ﬁfth of non-spam users (see Figure 7(a)). Most of our
analysis used cooccurrence information from the ﬁrst four datasets, and
evaluated on the ﬁfth (“probe”) one. We thereby simulate predicting
future users knowing roughly four times as many users from the past.

3
3.1

Features
Cooccurence Features

Distributing Spaminess Let a tag’s or a document’s spaminess be the
frequentist probability that a user using/tagging that element is a spammer. We formalize these notions for documents; they are equivalently
deﬁnied for tags. Let U+ (d), U− (d) and U? (d) be the set of spam, nonspam and unknown users who tagged a document. Then we can deﬁne a
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(a) simple distribution

(b) iterated distribution

Fig. 3. Accumulative document spaminess after spaminess distribution for spam(red),
non-spam(green) and mixed(blue) documents

document’s spaminess s(d) as well as a certainty c(d) for that measure,
based on the fraction of known users, as
s(d) =

|U+ (d)|
,
|U+ (d)| + |U− (d)|

c(d) =

|U+ (d)| + |U− (d)|
.
|U+ (d)| + |U− (d)| + |U? (d)|

If there are no known users for a given element, the certainty is set to 0,
and spaminess to the average of all documents. Now, an unknown user’s
spaminess can be computed as
s(u) =

d∈D(u)

s(d)c(d)

d∈D(u)

c(d)

, D(u) = {d ∈ D : ∃t ∈ T : (d, u, t) ∈ E}

This can be interpreted as a graph traversal: Starting from the unknown
user u, we choose a document randomly, weighted by its certainty. Then
we choose a random known user associated with that document. s(u) is
the probability that this user is a spammer.
See Figure 3(a) for the distribution of the resulting values. Non-spam
documents have either a value of 0 or, if unknown, the average (around
.8), whereas spam documents have a value of either the average or 1.
We see that a signiﬁcant part of both spam and non-spam documents
receive the default average value and can thus not be used to classify
users. This is due to the high fraction of documents with very few uses
(see Figure 2(a)).

Iterated Spaminess Distribution Even if we cannot tell a document’s
spaminess by the users that have tagged it, we might learn something
from the tags it was tagged with. In the same manner, we can estimate
a tag’s spaminess by the documents it was used for. In order to use this
information we compute a second feature for each element, its iterated
spaminess si and the according certainty ci . We initialize si and ci with
the original values s and c, and then compute
ci (d) =

t∈T (d)

ci (t)

|T (d)|

, T (d) = {t ∈ T : ∃u ∈ U : (d, u, t) ∈ E}

si (d) =

t∈T (d)

: si (t)ci (t)

ci (d)
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Fig. 4. Induced bipartite graph ED for two documents. Dots are spammers (red) and
non-spammers (green)

This process is repeated iteratively for all tags and documents with certainty 0 until no such elements remain or no further information can be
spread. Figure 3(b) shows the smoothing eﬀect of this transformation.

Cosine Similarity As introduced in [8], a simple way to exploit cooccurence information is to create a similarity function between users based
on their used tags, and predict a user’s spaminess as the sum of the known
users’ spaminess weighted by that similarity. We followed that approach
by creating tag (and document) vectors for each user such that each
component corresponds to a given tag, and the value of that component
would be 1 if the user used that tag. Then, the cosine between the two
tag vectors serves as a similarity function.

3.2

URL Classiﬁcation

A central aspect in deciding whether a given bookmark is spam or not
should be its content. While we cannot download all bookmarked URLs,
we estimate their content by analyzing the terms used in the URLs themselves. We split each URL by the dashes, remove dots, colons, and frequent elements like “http”, “www” or “html”, and create a feature vector
containing a tﬁdf representation of its terms. We then use the feature vectors of all URLs with spaminess 0 (as computed using the ﬁrst four ﬁfths
of the training set during testing, and using the whole training set for
the ﬁnal prediction) as negative samples, and an equal number of URLs
with spaminess 1 as positive samples. After training a linear SVM[3], we
classify all URLs with a spaminess between 0 or 1 (urlspam(d)), skipping
those URLs which do not contain any known URL part. This yields us
with a new user features
url(u) =

d∈Durl (u)

urlspam(d)

|Durl (u)|
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,

Durl (u) = {d ∈ D : (∃t : (d, u, t) ∈ E) ∧ urlspam(d) is deﬁned}
In what turned out to be a major wrong design decision, we smoothened
this feature by blending it with a user’s document spaminess s(u):
urlsmooth (u) =

curl (u)url(u) + cspaminess (u)s(u)
,
curl (u) + cspaminess (u)

where curl(u) is the fraction of u’s documents that have a url prediction and cspaminess (u) is the average spaminess certainty c(d) for all u’s
documents.

3.3

Induced Graphs

Last, we aimed to translate network features into useful user features. To
examine only relevant portions of the overall graph structure, we deﬁne
“induced graphs” as the bipartite graphs gained by ﬁxing an element
from one of the three sets, and connecting those elements from the other
two sets that are connected via the ﬁxed element. For example, we might
ﬁx a document and then examine all users and tags associated with it,
with edges connecting users with the tags they used for the document.
More formally, we deﬁne the induced graphs by its edges ED , EU and
ET obtained by ﬁxing a particular document, user, or tag as
– ED (d ) = {(u, t) ∈ U × T | ∃(d , u, t) ∈ E}
– EU (u ) = {(d, t) ∈ D × T | ∃(d, u , t) ∈ E}
– ET (t ) = {(d, u) ∈ D × U | ∃(d, u, t ) ∈ E}
Refer to Figure 4 for two examples of bipartite graphs induced by a
(mostly) non-spam- and spam document, respectively, rendered using
the GraphViz package1 . We hope these examples convey the intuition
that graphs created by spamming should have diﬀerent properties than
those created by legitimate activity. We used the NetworkX package2 to
obtain various properties of the induced graphs and created user features
either by using the resulting values directly (for EU ), or by averaging over
the values of all associated elements (for ED and ET ).

Connected components A connected component of a graph G is a set
of nodes such that any node can be reached from any other node in
that component by travelling along the edges in G. If a graph is disjoint,
the number of connected components describes the number of disconnected subgraphs (both examples in Figure 4 show networks with two
connected components). See Figure 5 for the distributions of connnected
components across tag-induced graphs and the resulting user features.
We also obtained the number of strongly connected components in each
graph (except in those cases where one of the sets of elements was bigger
than 1000, due to time reasons). Strongly connected components are
components of the graph in which all nodes are connected to each other.
1
2

www.graphviz.org
networkx.lanl.org
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(a) Distribution
graphs

in

tag-induced

(b) Distribution of resulting user
features

Fig. 5. Connected components

Characteristic Path Length The characteristic path length is the average shortest path distance between two arbitrary nodes in the graph.
Again, we computed this number for all graphs in which no element set
exceeded 1000 elements.

Degree Ratios Finally, we observed the ratio between the average degrees of each element set, normalized by the size of the other set. For a
user-induced graph, this would mean
dd,t (u) =

avg degree(D(u)) avg degree(T (u))
·
,
|T (u)|
|D(u)|

where avg degree(S) is the average degree of all components in S.

3.4

K-Cores

A k-core[9] is a subgraph of a graph G containing all elements that are
connected to at least k elements which are also in the core. k-Cores
have been used, for example, for the eﬃcient decomposition of large networks[1]. In [5], a k-core of a tagging dataset is used for testing methods
requiring a highly connected graph. We extend the deﬁnition of a k-core
on non-partitioned graphs to a K-core, where K ∈ N(n,n) for n-partite
graphs such that K(x, x) = 0 ∀ x ∈ {1, . . . , n}. Each entry K(i, j) indicates the minimum number of connections that elements from set i need
to have to elements from set j. For the given case of a 3-partite graph
ab
with element types (documents, users, tags), we get a c d -Core ine f
dicating that each document needs to be connected to a users and b tags,
each user needs to be connected to c documents and d tags, and each tag
needs to be connected to e documents and f users. Six-dimensional constraints allow for a wide variety of K-cores to be examined. We examine
two diﬀerent types of K − cores, regular K-Cores Kr (a) which raise all
constraints in parallel, and singular K-Cores Ksn,m (a), raising the single
constraint at position (n, m):
Kr (a) =

aa
a a ,
aa

Ks1,2 (a) =
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a2
2 2 .
22

(a) relative size of cores and spaminess of their members

(b) avg. maximum core spaminess
over users’ tags

Fig. 6. Cores

We compute Kr (a) for a ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20}, and all six Ks (a) for
a ∈ {3, 5, 10, 20, 50, 100, 500, 1000, 2000}.
Figure 6(a) shows the development of the diﬀerent singular cores as we
increase a: The higher the constraint, the less elements in a core (plotted on the y-axis as the fraction of the total set of tags). However, the
spaminess of the remaining elements, in general, increases. For example,
the core “documents per tag” (Ks3,1 ), for a certain value of a, contains
around 3% of all tags, and those tags are much more likely to be spammy
(.̃97) than average (.̃86). We determine, for each element, the maximum
average spaminess (again, computed by the previously available data)
of over all cores it is contained in. Figure 6(b) shows the distribution
of the corresponding user feature, averaging over users’ tags’ maximum
core spaminess.

3.5

Other Features

Connection Strength For each tag/document pair, we counted the number of users that used it together. We noticed that high values tend to
imply spaminess. Therefore, we produced two user features measuring
the averages of each document’s a) average and b) maximum connection
strength .

Counting Finally, we observed the average number of user per document
(again averaged to the single user), the average ratio of tags and users
per document, and simply the number of entries per user.

4
4.1

Experiments & Results
Single Features

A detailed list of the features generated from each group is presented in
Table 1. It documents the AUC values for each feature when used alone
as predictor, both on the probe and the test dataset.
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Table 1. Features by group, and AUC value if used as single predictor

Feature name
Cooccurence Features
Avg. Spaminess
Documents
Certainty
Std.Dev
Tags
Certainty
Std.Dev
Avg. Spaminess (iterated)
Documents
Std.Dev
Tags
Std.Dev
User Cosine Similarity
Documents
Tags
Avg. Document * Avg. Tag Spaminess
Normal(tags) * Iterated(documents)
Features of Induced Graphs
Degree ratios
Avg (deg(user)/deg(document)) per tag
Avg (deg(user)/deg(tag)) per document
deg(docs)/deg(tag)
Characteristic Path Length
User
Avg. per tag
Avg. per document
Connected components
#connected components/#entries by user
Avg. #connected components per tag
Strongly connected components
Avg per tag
Avg per document
User
Other Features
Connection strength
Avg (Avg. connection strength per document)
Avg (Max. connection strength per document)
Spaminess of highest containing core
User
Avg. per document
Avg. per tag
URL classiﬁcation
Smoothed avg. URL prediction per document
Avg. URL prediction per document
Counting features
Avg. #users per document
Avg. #tags/#users per document
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AUC(val.) AUC(test)
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(a) Splitting training data into 5
probe datasets

(b) AUC value of tag * iter. doc.
spaminess on probe and test data

Fig. 7. Construction of probe datasets and performance of spaminess predictors

Cooccurrence Features We ﬁnd that the average spaminess, particularly
of tags, is a strong predictor of a user’s spaminess. Iterating spaminess
distribution helps to increase the expressiveness of document spaminess.
The product of tag spaminess (see Figure 7(b) for performance on the
diﬀerent probe datasets and on the test dataset) and iterated document
spaminess performs better than our ﬁnal predictor on the test set.

URL prediction Apart from cooccurrence features, the url predictor is
the strongest single predictor of spaminess. In particular, smoothing does
not seem necessary.

Induced Graphs Many of the features describing the statistical properties of induced graphs seem to indicate a tendency towards spaminess or
non-spaminess, but no single feature is useful as a stand-alone predictor.
The degree ratio between documents and tags in user-induced graphs,
and the number of connected components in tag-induced graphs seem to
be the most relevant single predictors.

K-cores K-Cores only turned out useful for tags on the probe and the
test set, while using them on other portions of the training set (not shown
here) yielded better results; it seems that the “younger” members of the
graphs (which we predict here) are not connected strongly enough to
show up in expressive cores.

Other features The ratio of tags per user, for documents, turns out
to be a useful measure, as motivated by the graphs shown in Figure 4.
Also, the simple number of entries per user provides a tendency towards
spaminess.

4.2

Classifying Feature Vectors

Training a classiﬁer With a given set of features for the probe dataset,
we trained a Support Vector Machine using SVMLight[6] using a ﬁvefold cross-validation. Across various situations, we found a polynomial
kernel of degree 6 with a balancing factor of 0.077 (the fraction of nonspammers in the training dataset) to be best. We train our classiﬁer on
the normalized features generated for the probe set and use it to predict
the corresponding feature vectors of the test set.
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(a) ROC curves on test set

(b) AUC values for cross-validation
on the probe set, prediction on the
test dataset, and cross-validation
on the test dataset

Fig. 8. Final performance values

Results See Figure 8 for the ﬁnal results of our predictors. We obtained
an AUC of 0.913 on the test set with our submission run, using basically
all the features introduced earlier (see column “S” in Table 1). Unable to
resist the temptations of hindsight, we tried several other conﬁgurations
of features, ﬁnding that leaving out network features entirely and using
the unsmoothed URL prediction (see column “O”) yielded the best result
of 0.961. We also examined the performance of network-based features
alone (column “N”), yielding an AUC of 0.854. Finally, we added to
the overview the performance of using, without an additional classiﬁer,
the product of the tag spaminess and the iterated document spaminess
(0.929).

5

Conclusions & Outlook

The most striking result of the presented experiments is that, at the end
of the day, our constructed classiﬁer performs worse than a simple product of two of the features used, tag and iterated document spaminess.
What happened? If we regard Figure 8(b), we may get an idea: The
spaminess features perform a lot worse (almost .1 AUC) on the probe
set than on the test set. The trained classiﬁer weighs the features accordingly and is thus not able to beneﬁt from the improved spaminess
features in the test set. The quality of the network measures remains
stable from probe to test set, and so does the submitted classiﬁer. Leaving out network properties during training (classiﬁer “optimal”) forces
the classiﬁer to weigh cooccurrence features more strongly, and thus the
increased quality of those features is used. Performing a cross-validation
on the test set (last block), both classiﬁers correctly identify the strength
of the of the spaminess and perform about equally; whatever diﬀerence
remains is due to the weakening smoothing used for the URL classiﬁer.
A conclusion of these results is that our creation of a probe dataset was
faulty. As Figure 7(b) shows, cooccurrence feature performance deteriorates as we go from predicting the oldest (1) to the latest (5) users. We
chose the last ﬁfth of the users as our probe dataset, assuming that predicting the test set would be most similar to predicting the latest users
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in the training set. This is obviously not the case,– the question why it
isn’t remains open for now and should be further explored.
We do ﬁnd the network features promising, as they produce insight into
the structural properties of spamming behaviours. In contrast to cooccurrence or URL features, no labeled users are needed for their construction. This could prove valuable when examining new datasets for which
no labels have been created yet.
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Abstract. The increased popularity of tagging during the last few years
can be mainly attributed to its embracing by most of the recently thriving
user-centric content publishing and management Web 2.0 applications.
However, tagging systems have some limitations that have led researchers
to develop methods that assist users in the tagging process, by automatically suggesting an appropriate set of tags. We have tried to model the
automated tag suggestion problem as a multilabel text classiﬁcation task
in order to participate in the ECML/PKDD 2008 Discovery Challenge.

1

Introduction

Tagging can be deﬁned as the process of assigning short textual descriptions or
key-words (called tags) to information objects. It is a simple approach to information organization that was regularly practiced over the last decades. Scientiﬁc
publications for example, are often accompanied by a list of keywords that are
either freely entered or selected from an ontology (e.g. ACM Computing Classiﬁcation) by their authors.
The increased popularity of tagging during the last few years can be mainly
attributed to its embracing by most of the recently thriving user-centric content
publishing and management Web applications (also known as Web 2.0 applications), such as wikis, web logs (blogs), and resource sharing systems, as one of
the main means for the organization of their content.
Within most of these Web 2.0 applications, tagging is characterized by an
additional social dimension, as the tagging process involves multiple users attaching freely selected tags to shared content (collaborative tagging).
The simplicity and popularity of collaborative tagging as an information organization approach comes at the expense of several limitations [1]. Firstly, people
choose tags based on their personal opinions, their knowledge background and
their preferences. Furthermore, users may be describing the same object based
on diﬀerent granularity. This creates a noisy tag space and thus makes it harder
to ﬁnd material tagged by other users. Secondly, people may use polysemous
words (a word that has many related senses) in order to tag the web resources.
The lack of semantic distinction in tags can lead to inappropriate connections
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between items. Another problem is that diﬀerent tags, which are either synonymous or have closely related meaning increase data redundancy, leading to
reduced recall of information. Last, but not least, people tend to assign a very
small number of tags to an object.
All these limitations have led researchers to develop methods that assist
users in the tagging process, by automatically suggesting an appropriate rich
set of tags, in order to avoid the aforementioned obstacles. Related work in
the ﬁeld involve collaborative ﬁltering [2], graph based [2] and text mining [3,
4] approaches. In this paper we view this problem from a diﬀerent perspective,
modeling it as a multilabel text classiﬁcation task.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In the next section we provide
some background information on the problem of multilabel classiﬁcation. After
that, we brieﬂy describe the task of the discovery challenge that we have participated in. In Section 4 we present the datasets and comment on some of their
main characteristics. In Section 5 we describe the proposed recommender that
we evaluate in Section 6. Finally, Section 7 concludes this work.

2

Multilabel Classiﬁcation

Traditional single-label classiﬁcation is concerned with learning from a set of
examples that are associated with a single label λ from a set of disjoint labels
L, |L| > 1. If |L| = 2, then the learning task is called binary classiﬁcation (or
ﬁltering in the case of textual and web data), while if |L| > 2, then it is called
multi-class classiﬁcation. In multilabel classiﬁcation, the examples are associated
with a set of labels Y ⊆ L.
Multilabel classiﬁcation is a challenging research problem that emerges in
several modern applications such as music categorization [5, 6], protein function
classiﬁcation [7–10] and semantic classiﬁcation of images [11, 12]. In the past,
multilabel classiﬁcation has mainly engaged the attention of researchers working
on text categorization [13–15], as each member of a document collection usually
belongs to more than one semantic category.
Multilabel classiﬁcation methods can be categorized into two diﬀerent groups
[16]: i) problem transformation methods, and ii) algorithm adaptation methods.
The ﬁrst group of methods are algorithm independent. They transform the multilabel classiﬁcation task into one or more single-label classiﬁcation, regression
or label ranking tasks. The second group of methods extend speciﬁc learning
algorithms in order to handle multilabel data directly.
The most widely-used problem transformation method, called Binary Relevance (BR Learning), considers the prediction of each label as an independent
binary classiﬁcation task. It learns one binary classiﬁer hλ : X → {¬λ, λ} for
each diﬀerent label λ ∈ L. It transforms the original data set into |L| data sets
Dλ that contain all examples of the original data set, labeled as λ if the labels
of the original example contained λ and as ¬λ otherwise. It is the same solution used in order to deal with a multi-class problem using a binary classiﬁer,
commonly referred to as one-against-all or one-versus-rest.
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Task Description

We have participated in the second task “Tag Recommendation in Social Bookmark Systems”. Bibsonomy1 is a social bookmarking and publication-sharing
system. A user may store and organize Bookmarks (web pages) and BibTeX entries. The main tool provided for content management in BibSonomy is tagging.
Users can freely assign tags to Bookmark or BibTeX items when they submit
them to the system. This task of the competition requires the development of recommender system for BibSonomy. The recommender should eﬃciently propose
a relevant set of tags to the user when he/she submits a new item (Bookmark
or BibTeX) into the system. The organizers of the competition made available a
training set including examples of users assigning tags to Bookmark and BibTeX
items. A new, unseen, test set will be provided in order to evaluate candidate
recommenders. The decisions of each system will be compared with the true tags
and the average f-measure will be calculated.
Let D be an evaluation data set, consisting of |D| examples (xi , Yi ), i =
1..|D|, Yi ⊆ L. Let h be a recommender and Zi = h(xi ) be the set of labels
predicted by h for example xi . The Precision, Recall and F-measure for the
recommender h on test dataset D is calculated as follows.

Precision(h, D) =

1
|D|

|D|
i=1

|Yi ∩ Zi |
|Zi |

1
F(h, D) =
|D|

4

|D|
i=1

Recall(h, D) =

1
|D|

|D|
i=1

|Yi ∩ Zi |
|Yi |

2|Yi ∩ Zi |
|Zi | + |Yi |

Data Analysis and Preprocessing

Three training ﬁles were provided for the tag recommendation task namely tas,
bookmark and bibtex.
– tas ﬁle: contains the tags that a particular user has assigned to a particular
item.
– bookmark ﬁle: contains metadata for bookmark items like the URL of the
web page, a description of the web page, etc.
– bibtex ﬁle: contains metadata for the bibtex items like the title of the paper,
the authors, etc.
In Table 1 you can see the attributes of all three training ﬁles.

1

BibSonomy - http://www.bibsonomy.org
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Table 1. Attributes of the three ﬁles
Attributes
File
tas
user, tag, content id, content type, date
bookmark content id, url hash, url, description, extended
description, date
bibtex content id, journal volume, chapter, edition, month,
day, booktitle, howPublished, institution, organization,
publisher, address, school, series, bibtexKey, url, type,
description, annote, note, pages, bKey, number, crossref,
misc, bibtexAbstract, simhash0, simhash1, simhash2,
entrytype, title, author, editor year

Note that in bookmark and bibtex ﬁles the same resource (i.e. web page
or BibTeX entry) may appear several times, one for every user submitted the
web page or BibTeX item. Diﬀerent users might add diﬀerent meta-data and, of
course, diﬀerent tags into a resource. A BibteX item is identiﬁed by its unique
simhash1 attribute and a Bookmark item by its unique url hash attribute. The
content id ﬁeld links the three tables and is unique for a <user,resource> pair.
In order to evaluate the proposed approach we have divided the available
ﬁles into train and test. We have kept the 80% of the tas ﬁle for training and
the rest for testing. The corresponding bookmark and bibtex train and test ﬁles
were created based on the tas ﬁle using the content id identiﬁer.
Some interesting statistics that we obtained from the data and exploited in
our method are presented below:
– In the initial tas ﬁle there are 816197 records, corresponding to single tags
assigned by a speciﬁc user into a resource.
– There are 268692 posts in the tas ﬁle (tag-set assignments from a particular
user to a speciﬁc resource).
– There are 176141 bookmark posts.
– 156054 unique bookmark resources (web pages) in the bookmark ﬁle distinguished by the url hash attribute.
– There are 92544 bibtex posts.
– 71704 unique bibtex items in the bibtex ﬁle distinguished by the simhash1
attribute.
– Only 18192 of the above bibtex items contained abstract descriptions.
After we split the original data into training and test ﬁles the following
statistics were calculated.
– Only 8.55% of the bookmark items in the test set also exist in the training
set.
– Only 9.77% of the bibtex items in the test set also exist in the training set.
– 65.69% of the bookmark users in the test set also exist in the training set.
– 21.89% of the bibtex users in the test set also exist in the training set.
– The average number of tags assigned by a user to a single bookmark item in
the test set is 2.76.
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– The average number of tags assigned by a user to a single bibtex item in the
test set is 3.25.

5

Proposed Recommender

Recommendations are required for every Si <user,item> pair in the TestTasFile.
In other words, we want to predict what tags a particular user would assign to
this particular item. Therefore, it is important to note that the recommendations should be personalized. Another important observation that arises from
the statistics mentioned in the previous section, is that items will probably not
appear in the test set but there is an important possibility that the users may reappear. Hence, the tag recommender should be able to exploit prior knowledge
about the item or the user but simultaneously be able to make recommendation
for unseen users and items. We tried to fulﬁll these requirements with our tag
recommender.
Our recommender works as follows (see Figure 1). The system checks if the
item (Bookmark or Bibtex) exists in the training set. If this is the case then the
(N ) most popular tags for the item are suggested. If the item appears for the
ﬁrst time then the system examines if the user has appeared before. If the user is
found, then the most popular tags for the user is the output of the recommender.
If neither the item nor the user have appeared before then the multilabel text
classiﬁer is called to assign a relevant set of tags.
The classiﬁer is taking into consideration the text representation of the item.
This can be the content and the title of the web page or the title and the abstract of the bibtex item. The classiﬁer as implemented in our framework takes
three parameters (see Figure 2) in order to classify an item. The ﬁrst parameter
and main input is the text representation of the object. For the bookmark items
we obtained the description, extended description and content of the web
page. For the bibtex items, we kept the journal, booktitle, bitexAbstract
and title attributes. The second parameter is the maximum number of recommendations (M ) that the classiﬁer will produce. However, the third parameter
(θ) will force the classiﬁer to only recommend labels (tags) that is conﬁdent
enough.
We have used the Binary Relevance (BR) classiﬁer from the Mulan2 package.
We have selected the BR classiﬁer basically because it is a simple classiﬁer that
scales linearly with the number of classes in a multilabel classiﬁcation dataset.
The base learner used with BR was a naive Bayes classiﬁer. We have set up one
classiﬁer for the Bookmark items and one for the Bibtex Items.
In order to train the classiﬁers we had to convert the original data into
ARFF (Weka [17]) format. However, in order to decrease the dimensionality of
the problem, we kept only words with a minimum frequency fw(min) and tags
with minimum frequency of appearence ft(min) . Therefore, in order to produce
1
datasets for the classiﬁers of reasonable sizes we have set fw(min)
= 3000 and
2

Mulan - Multi Label Classiﬁcation, (http://mlkd.csd.auth.gr/multilabel.html)
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1
2
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7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32

Data: The training set including a TasTrainFile, a BookTrainFile and a
BibTrainFile.
Input: The post Si (< user, item >) pair from the TasTestFile
Output: The prediction P = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tn } of the system, ti T , where T is
the set of all available tags
initialize N1 ,N2 ;
initialize θ1 ,θ2 ;
initialize M1 ,M2 ;
for All Si in TestTASFile do
if Si .item is Bookmark then
if Si .item appears in BookmarkTrainFile then
P ← N1 most popular tags for Si .item;
if P = ∅ then
P ← bookClassiﬁer(Si .item.getText(),θ1 ,M1 );
else
if Si .user appears in TasTrainFile then
P ← N1 most popular tags for Si .user;
if P = ∅ then
P ← bookClassiﬁer(Si .item.getText(),θ1 ,M1 );
else
P ← bookClassiﬁer(Si .item.getText(),θ1 ,M1 );
if P = ∅ then
P ← N1 most popular tags in BookmarkTrainFile
if Si .item is Bibtex then
if Si .item appears in BibtexTrainFile then
P ← N2 most popular tags for Si .item;
if P = ∅ then
P ← bibClassiﬁer(Si .item.getText(),θ2 ,M2 );
else
if Si .user appears in TasTrainFile then
P ← N2 most popular tags for Si .user;
if P = ∅ then
P ← bibClassiﬁer(Si .item.getText(),θ2 ,M2 );
else
P ← bibClassiﬁer(Si .item.getText(),θ2 ,M2 );
if P = ∅ then
P ← N2 most popular tags in BibtexTrainFile

Fig. 1. Pseudocode of the proposed tag recommender
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Input: Si : item to be classiﬁed, M: number of max recommendations, θ:
conﬁdence threshold
Output: The prediction P = {t1 , t2 , . . . , tn } of the system, ti T , where T is the
set of all available tags
P ← ∅;
C ← Classiﬁer.getConﬁdences(T, Si .item.getText());
R ← rank C in descending order;
for (i = 0; i < M ; i++) do
if Ri > θ then
P = P Ri
return P
Fig. 2. Multilabel text classiﬁcation at the proposed recommender

1
2
2
ft(min)
= 300 for the bookmark ﬁle and fw(min)
= 100 and ft(min)
= 50 for the
bibtex ﬁle. These setting led to a bookmark arﬀ ﬁle of 208 tags and 2150 words
and a bibtex ﬁle of 159 tags and 1836. Both datasets are available on-line at:
http://mlkd.csd.auth.gr/multilabel.html.

6

Evaluation

We used the f-measure as discussed in section 3 in order to evaluate the framework and tune the parameters. Although we have tried various alternative settings, we have not conducted an exhaustive study for parameter settings. Some
of the results obtained are presented in Table 2.
Table 2. F-measure values obtained for various parameter settings.
Parameters
θ M N
0.0 10 10
0.0 5
5
0.0 1
1
0.9 10 10
0.9 3
3
0.9 10
3

F-measure
All Book Bib
0.0716 0.0782 0.0633
0.0848 0.0940 0.0736
0.0700 0.0904 0.0453
0.0713 0.0752 0.066
0.0847 0.0940 0.0734
0.0852 0.0942 0.0740

We observe that the best overall results are achieved when θ = 0.9, M =
10, N = 3 3 . Note that this is a setting providing 3 recommendations which
is close to the average number of tags assigned by the users, as observed in
3

In order to simplify the selection of parameter values we set θ = θ1 = θ2 , M = M1 =
M2 and N = N1 = N2 .
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section 4. There was a slight improvement to these results when we used the
classiﬁer to make predictions when the most popular tag set was empty (see
Figure 1), for example because of the removal of some tags from the training
set. A further small improvement was achieved when we used the most popular
tags in bookmarks and bibtex respectively when the classiﬁer predictions where
empty. The ﬁnal f-measures achieved were 0.0856, 0.0942, 0.0751 respectively.

7

Conclusions

We have tried to utilize a multilabel classiﬁcation algorithm in order to build
an automated tag recommender for bibsonomy. Results show that tag recommendation is indeed a challenging and interesting problem for the data mining
and machine learning community. Having more time we would like to test more
multilabel classiﬁcation algorithms and apply multilabel feature selection.
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Abstract. Tagging has become a standard way of organizing information on the Web, particularly in folksonomies – data repositories freely
created by communities of users. A few tags attached to each resource
create a bridge between heterogeneous data and users accustomed to
keyword-based search and browsing. To establish this connection, tagging requires users to manually deﬁne tags for each resource they enter
to the system. This potentially time-consuming step can be eased by tag
recommender systems, which propose terms that users may choose to
use as tags. This paper suggests and evaluates potential sources of recommended tags, focusing on folksonomies oriented towards individual
users. These suggestions are used to propose a three-step tag recommendation system. Basic tags are extracted from the resource title. In the
next step, the set of potential recommendations is extended by related
tags proposed by a lexicon based on co-occurrences of tags within resource’s posts. Finally, tags are ﬁltered by the user’s personomy – a set
of tags previously used by the user.

1

Introduction

Folksonomy services allow users to store and share various types of Internet
resources. The content of folksonomies is completely deﬁned by communities
of their users. Large number of creators and resources push the folksonomies
from the traditional hierarchical data structure design based on directories created by system editors (e.g., Open Directory Project1 ) to tag-based taxonomies
deﬁned jointly by service users (e.g., BibSonomy2 , del.icio.us3 , Flickr4 , Technorati5 ).While adding a resource to the system, users are asked to deﬁne a set of
tags – keywords which describe it and relate it to other resources gathered in
the system. To ease this process, some folksonomy services recommend a set of
potentially matching tags. Proposing a tag recommendation system was a task
of ECML PKDD discovery challenge 20086 . This paper presents a tag recommendation system submitted to the challenge.
1
2
3
4
5
6

http://www.dmoz.org/about.html
http://bibsonomy.org/help/about/
http://del.icio.us/about/
http://ﬂickr.com/about/
http://technorati.com/about/
http://www.kde.cs.uni-kassel.de/ws/rsdc08/
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The formal deﬁnition of folksonomy can be found in [6]. A folksonomy is a
collection of resources entered by users in posts. Each post consists of a resource
and a set of tags attached to it by a user. Generally, the resource is speciﬁc to
the user who added it to the system. However, for some types of resources (e.g.,
bookmarks) identical resources can be added to the system by diﬀerent users.
In the latter case, by the set of resource tags we denote all tags attached to a
given resource by various users.
Folksonomies can be classiﬁed into two types based on the objective of the
tagging process. The ﬁrst type, represented by BibSonomy and del.icio.us, treats
resources (e.g., personal bookmarks) as an individual property of a user. Here,
the aim of tags is to create a repository tailored to individual user interests. In
this paper, this type is referred to as folksonomies oriented towards individual
users. The second type of folksonomies, represented by Flickr and Technorati, is
a shared repository of public resources (e.g., blog entries). In this case tags are
added keeping in mind a broad audience that in the future would like to search
for the resource. In this paper, this type is referred to as folksonomies oriented
towards broad audience. As the reason of tagging a resource is fundamentally
diﬀerent, we may expect that a tag recommendation system that suits one folksonomy type would be inappropriate for the other. This paper focuses on the
ﬁrst type, proposing a tag recommender for individual users.

2

Related work

The attention of researchers is mostly directed to tag recommendation systems
for broad audience folksonomies. TagAssist [12] is a system designed to recommend tags of blog posts. The recommendation is built on tags previously attached to similar resources. Earlier, meaning disambiguation is performed based
on co-occurrence of tags in the complete repository. Co-occurrence of tags was
also used by Sigurbjörnsson and van Zwol [11] to propose tags that complement
user-deﬁned tags of photographs in Flickr.
The problem of tag recommendation in folksonomies oriented towards individual users was addressed by Jäschke et al. [7]. They compared a number of
recommendation techniques including collaborative ﬁltering, PageRank, and its
modiﬁcation suited for folksonomies – FolkRank. The evaluation showed that the
FolkRank based recommender outperforms other approaches; however, the tests
were performed on a dense core of folksonomy, thus might be not representative.
Most of the tag recommendation systems are based on the tags that are already present in the system. An exception from this rule is the system presented
by Lee and Chun [9]. The system recommends tags retrieved from the content
of a blog, using artiﬁcial neural network. The network is trained based on statistical information about word frequencies and lexical information about word
semantics extracted from WordNet.
Schmitz et al. [10] proposed association rule mining as a technique that might
be useful in the tag recommendation process. The intuition behind this concept
was also used in the system presented by this paper.
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Examined dataset

All presented experiments and the evaluation of proposed tag recommendation system were performed on a snapshot of BibSonomy [5] containing 2, 570
users, 242, 175 resources and 274, 139 posts (after preprocessing). The snapshot
was provided by the organizers of the ECML PKDD discovery challenge 2008.
The preprocessing phase included removing useless tags (e.g., “system:unﬁled”),
changing all letters to lower case and removing non-alphabetical and non-numerical characters from tags.
The statistical characteristics of folksonomies have been an object of many
research publications [2, 3, 8, 11]. In the following sections I present experiments
particularly important from the perspective of the tag recommendation task.
3.1

General characteristics

The frequency distribution of tags from the Bibsonomy snapshot shows that midand low-frequency tags follow Zipf’s distribution (Fig. 1). Zipf’s distribution does
not hold for high-frequency tags. The frequency distribution of tags from Flickr,
which represents folksonomies oriented towards broad audience shows important
diﬀerences [11]. Flickr’s low-frequency tags does not follow Zipf’s distribution.
A possible explanation of this fact is a smaller number of user speciﬁc tags
in comparison to folksonomies oriented towards individual users. In addition,
Flickr’s high-frequency tags follows Zipf’s distribution and are too general to be
used as recommendation. The list of the most frequent tags from Bibsonomy
(“software”, “web20”, “tools”, “web”, “blog”) shows that tag recommenders for
folksonomies oriented towards individual users should not ignore high-frequency
terms.
The diﬀerence between two folksonomy types may have impact on the eﬃciency of applied tag recommendation methods. A commonly used collaborative
ﬁltering approach is based on the intuition that the best recommendation consists of tags attached to the resource by people similar to the user. This approach
proved its quality in many recommendation systems; however, the intuition behind it can be deceiving. Folksonomies like BibSonomy or del.icio.us are mainly
designed as a collection of repositories of individual users. By adding posts, each
user deﬁnes his/her own set of used tags – personomy [6], which describes the
resources from a user’s point of view. As a result, users addressing similar resources do not have to use similar tags, and similar personomies do not have
to be associated with similarity in tagged resources. In fact, there is no such
correlation in the processed BibSonomy snapshot. The cosine similarity between
users calculated based on tags seems to be uncorrelated with that calculated
based on resources (Fig. 2). In this situation recommending tags assigned to a
resource by similar users (collaborative ﬁltering) should give similar results as
recommending the tags frequently attached to the resource by any user. This
conclusion seems to be conﬁrmed by the experiment presented by Jäschke et
al. [7]. Minding the limitations of the collaborative approach I decided to focus
on a tag space that is directly related to a post.
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Fig. 2. Cosine similarity between each pair
Fig. 1. The overall frequency distribu- of users calculated based on tags (tf-idf
tion of tags (after preprocessing and re- weights) and resources (binary weights).
moving posts classiﬁed as imported). The two values seem to be independent.

3.2

Characteristics based on individual posts

Considering only the direct surrounding of the post, the potential tag recommendations can be obtained from the resource itself, the set of tags attached
to the resource in previous posts, or the set of tags that were already used by
the user (user’s personomy). Exploiting tags from the resource depends on the
folksonomy character. In BibSonomy the resource can be a bibtex entry or a webpage bookmark. The ﬁrst contains bibliographic information about a research
publication including its title and abstract. The second contains web-page title
and URL. Preliminary experiments showed that using title words as tags outperforms the results of abstracts and URLs. The latter two contain lesser amount of
correct tags. The title is the only element that joins both resource types and it
is common in other folksonomies, which are its additional advantages. I decided
to use the title as the representation of resource.
To evaluate the three potential sources of tag recommendations, namely
words from the resource title, resource tags and user’s personomy, I checked
for each post if its tags can be found in any of these sources associated with all
other posts in the folksonomy. The quality of sources was measured by precision
(i.e., number of correct tags retrieved divided by the total number of retrieved
tags) and recall (i.e., number of correct tags retrieved divided by the total number of correct tags). These are standard information retrieval metrics [4]. The
value of recall was averaged over all tested posts. The averaged recall informs
us how many correct tags can be found in a source. The value of precision was
averaged only over posts, for which the source returned any tags. Precision averaged this way is the ratio of correct tags among all tags retrieved. In addition,
I present the total number of potential tags obtained from the sources, and the
number of correct tags among them (Fig. 3).
User’s personomy is the richest source of correct tag recommendations. For
the tested BibSonomy snapshot it gave access to 90% of tags from test posts. On
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Fig. 3. Venn diagrams presenting average recall, plus the number of correct tags found
in three potential sources of tags (left) and average precision, plus the total number of
tags retrieved from these sources (right).

the other hand, correct tags from personomy are accompanied by a large number of incorrect tags (precision around 0.001). Compared to tags retrieved from
personomy, the recommendation based on resource title is much more precise;
however, the number of correct tags found this way is lower. In addition, most
of these tags can be also found in the user’s personomy. Finally, both recall and
precision values show that resource tags are not a good source of potential tag
recommendations. The character of each tag recommendation source and their
potential usability in tag recommendation system are discussed in the following
sections.
Resource title Resource title appears to be the most robust source of tag
recommendations. Among all posts in processed BibSonomy snapshot only 51
resource titles were unable to produce any tags (no letters or numbers in the
title). In addition, among all discussed sources the title seems to be the most
strongly related to the resource. The drawback of this source is low recall which
makes the title inappropriate as a stand-alone tag recommender. The title is a
simpliﬁed natural language sentence, which should be cleaned of words with no
informative value (e.g., stopwords).
Resource tags Tags assigned to the resource by other folksonomy users are
not a good source of tag recommendations. One of the reasons is the sparsity of
data; 92% of resources were added to the system only once. This fact signiﬁcantly
limits the possible recall of this source of tags. The other issue is the personal
character of posts (discussed in section 3.1), which hurts the precision of retrieved
tags. The variety of tags attached by users creates, however, another application
of resource tag sets. Mining relations between tags attached to the same resource
can result in a simpliﬁed semantic lexicon. The lexicon would not give us the
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information about the character of relation, but given a tag, the lexicon can point
out related tags which are also potential recomendations. The lexicon consists of
general relations between tags and can be used independently of the resources.
This fact reduces the negative impact of data sparsity. In addition, it is suited
for a particular folksonomy and it can capture speciﬁc relations between its tags.
Personomy tags Building his/her personomy the user is interested in representing his/her interests using a limited number of tags. The same tag will be
attached to resources ﬁtting a particular interest, for example, all articles related to user’s master thesis will be tagged by the same keyword. In addition,
users are likely to stick with one lexical form of a word or expression, for example using constantly singular or plural form of a noun (e.g., “publication” or
“publications”). These are the reasons why we are likely to ﬁnd a lot of good
recommendations among user’s tags. The problem is that the choice of the lexical form or the word that describes the interest is completely up to the user.
For the given example of resources related to master thesis the tag may be
“masterthesis”, “msc”, “thesis”, “work ”, or any other that according to user’s
opinion conveys the information.
To describe the resource more accurately users pick additional tags, speciﬁc
not only to the user, but also to the resources. This is likely the cause of a large
number of low-frequency tags (see section 3.1) and complicates the process of
retrieving potential recommendations from personomy.

4

Tag recommendation system

The tag recommendation system (Algorithm 1), described in this section, is
based on observations from the presented statistical experiments. The system is
built of three steps. The ﬁrst step produces tags from resource title words and
assigns a score that represents their usefulness for previously tagged resources.
The second step uses the resource tag based lexicon to propose tags related to
tags taken from the title. The third step checks the tags proposed by the lexicon
against user’s personomy. The tags recommended to the user are a union of most
promising tags produced in step one and three. The following sections give the
detailed description of each step.
Extraction of title based tags The resource title is divided into words, which
are then cleaned of non-alphabetical and non-numerical characters. The system
assigns a score to each word, which represents the probability of being chosen
as a tag – number of times being chosen as a tag divided by the number of
occurrences. If the word occurred in the titles of previously entered resources
less than 100 times its probability of being a correct tag is set to 0.1 which is
an empirically estimated value for low-frequency tags. The probability score is
introduced to reduce the impact of stopwords. It is important to notice that the
standard stopwords list, which is often used in information retrieval systems, is
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Algorithm 1: Tag recommendation system
Data: a resource pres and user u
Result: a set of recommended tags TRecommendation , a tag consist of a keyword
(w) and recommendation score (score)
begin
/*Step 1 – Extraction of title based tags*/
WT itle ←− extractT itleW ords(pres )
TT itle ←− ∅
foreach w ∈ WT itle do
TT itle add makeT ag(w, getP riorU sef ullness(w))
/*Step 2 – Retrieval of tags related to title*/
foreach t ∈ TT itle do
Tt Related ←− ∅
Tt RelT ags ←− ∅// related tags from Tag-to-Tag lexicon
Tt RelT itle ←− ∅// related tags from Title-to-Tag lexicon
foreach r ∈ getRelated(lT agT oT ag , t) do
TtRelT ags add makeT ag(r.w, t.score ∗ getRelScore(lT agT oT ag , t, r))
foreach r ∈ getRelated(lT itleT oT ag , t) do
Tt RelT itle add makeT ag(r.w, t.score ∗ getRelScore(lT itleT oT ag , t, r))
Tt RelT ags ←− limitSize(TtRelT ags , 20)
Tt RelT itle ←− limitSize(TtRelT itle , 20)
Tt Related ←− unionP rob(Tt RelT ags , Tt RelT itle )
TRelated ←− unionP rob(Tt1 Related , . . . , Ttn Related )
/*Step 3 – Personomy based ﬁltering*/
P ←− getP ersonomy(u)
foreach t ∈ TRelated do
Tt RelP ersonomy ←− ∅// tags retrieved from user’s personomy
if t ∈ P then
foreach r ∈ P do
Tt RelP ersonomy add makeT ag(r.w, t.score ∗ getRelScore(P, t, r))
TRelP ersonomy ←− unionP rob(Tt1 RelP ersonomy , . . . , Ttn RelP ersonomy )
TRelP ersonomy ←− normalizeScores(limitSize(TRelP ersonomy , 10))
TT itle ←− normalizeScores(TT itle )
TRecommendation ←− limitSize(unionP rob(TT itle , TRelP ersonomy ), 10)
end

not suﬃcient here, because we have to deal with titles in various languages and
stopwords speciﬁc for the folksonomy (e.g., word “page” is frequent in web-page
titles, but it is rarely used as a tag).
Retrieval of tags related to title The most important element of this step
is the deﬁnition of the lexicon. It can be built based on two types of relations.
As introduced in section 3.2, the lexicon can be built based on tags attached to
the same resource, which are considered as related. The calculation of the factor
that represents the relation strength can be solved based on various approaches
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(e.g., association rule mining). In the presented system the score for a tag t1
is the number of its co-occurrences with another tag t2 among all resources,
divided by the total number of occurrences of tag t1 . The score is analogous to
the conﬁdence score (Eq. 1) in association rule mining [1].
conf idence(t1 , t2 ) =

support({t1 ∩ t2 })
support({t1 })

(1)

Considering title words as the source of tags we can think of the second type
of the lexicon representing relations between the words extracted from resource
title and resource tags. The method of construction is analogical to the previous
lexicon, the only diﬀerence is that tag t1 is drawn from the title not the resource
tags.
Both lexicons present diﬀerent perspective of tag relations and give silightly
diﬀerent results (Table 1). The latter approach seems to be more adequate to the
input tags; however, it is biased for general words that are often used in the title.
For this type of words the related tags given by the second lexicon are simply
the most frequently used tags (Table 2). To avoid the need of disambiguation
between words more appropriate for either of the lexicons I decided to join the
list of related tags produced by both of them (limited to twenty tags). The scores
of tags that were present in both lists are summed as they were probabilities of
two independent events.
This step is performed independently for each tag extracted from the title.
Based on the lexicon the list of related tags with scores deﬁning the strength of
relation is retrieved. Finally, the lists are joined. Scores of multiple occurrences of
identical tags are summed as they were independent probabilistic events, where
the probability is deﬁned by the relation score. Tags related to a word that
is not likely to become a tag (e.g., “page”) are also not good candidates for
recommendation. These are very general terms which are hard to connect with
any concept. This is the reason why before joining the relation score is multiplied
by the title tag score computed in the previous step.
Tag-to-Tag lex.
Title-to-Tag lex.
occurrence: 317
occurrence: 204
Tag
Score
Tag
Score
1. semantics
1.000 semantics
0.392
2. semanticweb 0.306 semanticweb 0.348
3. ontology
0.177 semantic
0.313
4. semantic
0.167 folksonomy 0.215
5. semweb
0.158 tagging
0.196
Table 1. Top 5 tags related to “semantics”
according to two types of lexicon.
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Tag-to-Tag lex. Title-to-Tag lex.
occurrence: 53 occurrence: 2439
Tag
Score
Tag
Score
1. home
1.000 software
0.081
2. page
0.113 tools
0.073
3. software 0.094 computing 0.064
4. server
0.075 java
0.059
5. photos
0.056 opensource 0.051
Table 2. Top 5 tags related to “home”
according to two types of lexicon.

Personomy based ﬁltering The set of tags retrieved in the second step is likely
to consist of a lot of correct recommendations. However, low precision caused
by the size of the set, makes its usefulness low. The last processing step is used
to ﬁlter the tags that are most likely to be chosen by a user. Checking the tags
against the user’s personomy allows the system to choose lexical forms preferred
by user (e.g., “semantics” instead of “semantic”). In addition, the personomy
gives access to user speciﬁc tags (e.g., “masterthesis”). The retrieval of related
tags is done analogously to the lexicon based approach used in the second step.
The strength of relation is calculated based on Eq. 1; however, now the set
of resources is limited to user’s own posts. It is important to notice that this
approach gives access not only to tags that are explicitly found in the personomy,
but also to tags that co-occurred with them in user’s posts. Subsequently, the
scores are multiplied by the relation score of the base tag, which was calculated
in the second step. Again the scores are calculated for each base tag separately
and then the lists of results are joined, summing scores of multiple occurrences of
the same tag in probabilistic way. The list of tags proposed as a recommendation
is limited to the ten tags with the highest score.
As mentioned in section 3.2, the objective of some tags is to describe the
resource, not to relate it to user’s interests. To give the user access to recommendation of such tags, the system recommends also the tags retrieved from the
title in the ﬁrst step. As scores deﬁned in ﬁrst and third step are not comparable, I decided to normalize the scores in both lists, to make the sum of scores in
each list equal to one. After normalization the lists are joined, again using the
probabilistic sum and limiting the ﬁnal list to ten tags.

5

Evaluation

This section presents the results of the oﬀ-line system evaluation based on the
available BibSonomy snapshot. The used evaluation approach assumed that all
and only relevant tags were given by the user. Although this method simpliﬁes
the problem it is robust and objective. The used quality metrics were recall and
precision, commonly used in recommender system evaluations [4].
Methodology The commonly used evaluation approach is to keep strict division between training and testing set. This approach was used by the organizers
of the ECML PKDD discovery challenge 2008. It allowed the organizers to keep
the list of correct tags in secret during the contest. However, assuming that a
user provides all and only relevant tags in a post, tag recommendation becomes a
speciﬁc problem in which the complete feedback about the quality of recommendation is entered to the system with each post. In such case, we should consider
incremental way of evaluation in which each tested post trains the system with
tags provided by the user. The paper presents both evaluation approaches. The
ﬁrst experiment followed strictly the approach proposed by the organizers of
the ECML PKDD discovery challenge 2008 – 59, 542 newest posts were used as
test set. In the second experiment, in addition to incremental training, I decided
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to reduce the impact of posts imported from an external repository (e.g., web
browser), by not testing the system on groups of user’s posts with the same
timestamp. This limited the number of test posts to 7, 133. Imported posts have
their tags assigned automatically. In real use a tag recommender is not used for
the imported tags, therefore it should not be tested by them.
To give more insights about the system its ﬁnal recommendation is presented
together with tags produced in each of its three steps. The ﬁrst step, that simply
proposes words from the title as tags, can be considered as a baseline system.
Additional baseline systems presented are the recommenders that proposes most
frequent tags from user’s personomy and resource tags. As each approach returns
ranked list of tags it is possible to freely limit the number of recommended
tags. The plots (Fig. 4) present consecutive results for the top n tags, where
1 ≤ n ≤ 10.
Results The ﬁrst experiment shows low quality of personomy based recommendation, represented by the third step of the system and the baseline system
which proposes the most frequent user’s tags (Fig. 4(a)). This unexpected situation is caused by the evaluation approach used in this experiment (strict division
between training and testing set). Among 59, 542 tested posts only 16, 169 (27%)
were entered by users who have their previous posts in the training set. For the
rest of tested posts the personomy based recommenders could not propose any
tags. Clearly such large percentage of “ﬁrst-time” users is not possible in reality,
thus this evaluation approach seems to underestimate the score of personomy
based recommenders. The results are also strongly biased by the choice of test
posts. Especially not representative is a single user that is responsible for 65%
of all test posts. His/Her posts are likely to be imported from an external repository. The tags in these posts look like being mechanically extracted from the
article content, which supports the recall result of the title based recommender
(ﬁrst step of the system). The overall result of the system is therefore completely
determined by the tags proposed in the ﬁrst step, that was not meant to be the
main element of the system.
The second evaluation approach, in which tested posts were used to train
the system, solves the problem of extraordinarily large number of “ﬁrst-time”
users (3% of test posts). For this evaluation method personomy based recommender (the third step) outperforms title based solutions (Fig. 4(b)). Low and
slowly decreasing (with increasing number of recommended tags) precision of
the baseline approach shows that most frequent tags from personomy are not
necessary a good recommendation. These results conﬁrm previous experiments,
which showed that personomy is the richest, but noisiest source of tags. The title
also conﬁrmed its usefullness as a source of tags. At some point increasing the
number of recommended tags does not improve precision and recall of the ﬁrst
step – the number of words in the title hardly ever reaches 10. The results of
the second step are consistent with the ﬁrst step for the top tags. Tags tend to
have high self-relation score which makes title base tags likely to be high in the
ranking produced by the second step. The results of the last baseline system,
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the most frequent tags from the resource, conﬁrmed that data sparsity greatly
reduces the usefullness of recommenders based on resource tags.
Considering only the top tags, the third step of the system seems to be more
precise than the overall system. It shows that the ranking method used to join
the results of ﬁrst and third step should be improved. The advantage of joining
the results of these two steps is visible in the total recall of the overall system
(0.44 compared to 0.4 for the third step).
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(a) Evaluation approach proposed by the (b) Training set is iteratively enriched by
organizers of the ECML PKDD discovery tested posts. Posts classiﬁed as imported
challenge 2008.
are not tested.
Fig. 4. Recall and precision of tag recommendation system compared to results of its
three steps, and two baseline systems: most frequent personomy and resource tags.

6

Conclusions and future work

The key conclusion of the presented experiments is that, when recommending
tags in folksonomies oriented towards individual users we should not rely only
on tags previously attached to given resource. Sparsity of data and individuality
of users greatly reduce their usefulness. Looking for potential tags we should
focus on the direct surrounding of the post, as in this type of folksonomies a
collaborative ﬁltering approach may be deceiving. The presented tag recommendation system tries to follow these directions starting with tags from the most
robust source – resource title, and expanding them by the richest source – user’s
personomy.
The introduced three steps of tag recommender system can be used as a basis of more sophisticated approaches. The element that potentially is the most
promising area of improvements is the folksonomy-based lexicon. In my future
research I plan to experiment with mining the relations between tags using techniques from Data Mining (e.g., association rule mining) and Information Retrieval (e.g., PageRank algorithm). Speciﬁc characteristics of the dataset used
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in system evaluation decrease its reliability. To conﬁrm the results I plan to repeat the experiments on diﬀerent folksonomies (e.g., del.icio.us). However, large
variance of results of two evaluation approaches points to the need for a uniﬁed
evaluation method that is representative of the real applications of tag recommenders, before new experiments are made.
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Abstract. A variety of factors contribute to a tag being assigned by a user to a
document that he or she bookmarked. Textual information present in a URL’s title, a user’s description of a document, or a bibtex field associated with a scientific
publication are sources for automatically recommending tags relevant for a given
bookmark. Lymba’s submission for the RSDC’08 Tag Recommendation task uses
document and user models derived from the textual content associated with URLs
and publications by social bookmarking tool users. This paper describes our natural language understanding approach for producing tag recommendations and
provides some initial results of our internal evaluation.

1 Introduction
Social bookmarking tools enable people to label content of interest with descriptions from their own vocabulary which facilitate easy recall. When shared in a
collaborative setting, the bookmark labels enable users to discover new content
and other users with similar or shared interests. While user interests and their
vocabulary play a significant part in what is assigned as a label to a given document, the content of the document is the driver of the bookmarking event and
the basis of the assigned labels and hence it provides automated systems important clues about the tags that can be assigned to a given document. Among
other advantages, automatic tag recommendations help bookmarking systems
manage the tag space and direct it towards the standardization of the labels that
users assign to documents in order to describe them.
For the RSDC’08 Tag Recommendation task, we used the textual content
associated with bookmarks to model documents (web pages and publications)
and users based on their tagging and suggest tags for new bookmarks. A combination of statistical and semantic features are used to build document and user
models. Section 2 presents the different “spaces” in which documents, bookmarks and users can be modeled and the process that generates these models.
The different methods used to recommend tags for bookmarks are discussed in
Section 3 followed by a description of the data processing that was performed on
the RSDC’08 training and test data sets to build a representation of bookmarks,
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documents and users. The results of our experiments and our observations follow.
1.1

Previous Work

Automatic labeling of documents based on predefined categories has been explored in document classification systems. The labels or categories are modeled
based on the terms extracted from content or document metadata. In social tag
prediction, the set of labels is not fixed and the explicit association of users to
documents adds additional dimensions to the classification or prediction problem. User’s preferences for tags based on their interests, workflow, etc. play an
essential part in the tags associated with content. Tags like myown are relevant
to a particular user and do not add value in collaborative settings.
A number of approaches to social tag prediction have used information retrieval methods to identify similar documents and recommend their tags for a
given document. AutoTag [1] suggests tags to weblogs based on the tags associated with other similar weblogs in a given collection. While this approach
depends on the content of the document, no new tag (from the content) is suggested. Some approaches used the collaborative or social aspect of the data to
recommend tags based on user similarity. Recently, Heymann et al. [2] use a
large dataset of del.icio.us1 links to evaluate the effectiveness of using text and
inlinks information to model and predict tags for documents. A bag of words
model with TFIDF weighting of terms is used to represent the features and solve
tag prediction as a text classification problem. We use textual content associated
with bookmarks to model users and documents and suggest tags not only from
the existing tag space (generated from the training data), but also from the textual content associated with bookmarks.

2 Document and User Models
A bookmark bi is identified by the triple (ui , di , {tij }j ) corresponding to “user
ui bookmarked document di by assigned it the set of tags {tij }j ”. A bookmark
bi can be associated with its corresponding textual metadata. For instance, the
metadata of a web document di bookmarked by a user ui can include the actual
URL, its title and any user-given description. For scientific publications, this
metadata can include the title and author of the paper, the journal where the
paper was published, etc. In addition to metadata information provided by users
for their bookmarks, the textual content of bookmarked documents (di ) can be
exploited. For scientific publications, this is the textual content of the paper.
1
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Our system uses the textual content associated with bookmarks and documents
to model users and the documents they bookmark.
Given a bookmark that associates document d0 with user u0 , the tag recommendation problem can be solved by estimating the likelihood P (ti |d0 , u0 ) of
a tag ti being assigned to the bookmark (u0 , d0 ). The recommended tags can
exist in the tag space derived from the training data. However, concepts derived from the content associated with both d0 and u0 can also be suggested
as tag recommendations. Joint modeling of documents and users in a common
feature space provides the desired tag ranking for our recommendation system.
For the RSDC’08 data, the textual content of the metadata provided for each
(user,document) pair is used to represent each bookmark. Therefore, the representation of a document d0 becomes the union of the representations of all
its bookmarks {(ui , d0 )}i (a document is modeled using the descriptions given
to the document by all users that bookmarked the document). Similar combinations of bookmark representations provide the features needed to create user
models.
For the RSDC’08 Discovery Challenge, we used and evaluated different
feature representations depending on the data type and the adopted tag recommendation approach. A suite of natural language processing tools were used
to understand the textual content associated with each bookmark (ui , di ). We
extracted important concepts (nouns, adjectives and named entities) from the
textual metadata associated with each bookmark and used semantic analysis to
generate normalized versions of the concepts. The normalization process makes
use of different lexico-semantic resources, e.g., WordNet2 to stem the concepts
and link synonyms. For instance, the concepts European Union, EU, and European Community (in all their case variations) are normalized to the same concept european union. By representing bookmarks, documents and users in the
concept space created by the concepts identified in all textual metadata as collections of normalized concepts – each associated with a corresponding weight,
our tag recommendation system is able to suggest as tag recommendations concepts that do not belong to the existing tag space.
In order to derive a common feature space to compare documents, users,
bookmarks and tags, we developed a conflation method for grouping tags into
semantically related groups of tags referred to as conflated tags. This process
of tag normalization takes care of spelling mistakes, abbreviations, joined concepts and provides a common representation for synonyms. For instance, weblog is one of the conflated tags derived for the RSDC’08 data. It conflates
the following list of space-separated tags: blog Blog weblog blogs Weblog weblogs blog, BLOGS Blogs Weblogs bloga bloging blogs, weblogs, Blog. we2

http://wordnet.princeton.edu
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blogs weblog blogs blog weblog blog to blog webology bl;ogs Blogs! ??blog
blogr Blogs, BLOG Blog”> Blog: blogblogs. The set of conflated tags define a
tag space that can be used to model bookmarks, documents and users. For this
purpose, we use the mapping between normalized concepts and conflated tags
provided by the underlying ontology (WordNet) to create a bookmark, document and user representation within the existing tag space.
We note that our mechanism for normalizing concepts and conflating tags
was developed for the English language and has not been customized to handle multi-lingual data. This is reflected in our tagging results for non-English
content and tags.

3 Recommending Tags for Bookmarks
Given the bookmark, document and user representations detailed in Section 2,
let us consider the following notations: for a bookmark bi = (ui , di , {tij }j )
– T H(bi ) = the set of tag conflations derived for {tij }j – the tags assigned
by user ui to document di ; T H(bi ) ⊆ T agSpace,
– T C(bi ) = bi ’s representation in the concept space (the set of normalized
concepts evoked by bi ’s textual content); T C(bi ) ⊆ ConceptSpace, and
– T T (bi ) = bi ’s representation in the tag space (the set of conflated tags
evoked by bi ’s concepts); T T (bi ) = T C(bi )’s projection to the T agSpace;
T T (bi ) ⊆ T agSpace.
For a document d0 , T H(d0 ) = ∪i T H(bi ), T C(d0 ) = ∪i T C(bi ), and T T (d0 ) =
∪i T T (bi ) where bi = (ui , d0 , {tij }j ) is a bookmark provided in the training data. Similar definitions can be derived for a user u0 . We note that T C
and T T are independent of the tags that user ui assigns to document di . They
are solely based on the textual content that the user associates with the document. Let us also denote T T (bi ) ∪ T H(bi ) by T HT (bi ) – the set of tags that
can be associated with bookmark bi . It includes the tags assigned by humans
as well as tags derived from the textual content of the bookmarked document.
T HT (bi ) ⊆ T agSpace.
3.1

Recommending Existing Tags

Given the models defined in Section 2 and the notations introduced above, tag
recommendations derived from the existing tag space for a given bookmark
(u0 , d0 ) are generated by [T HT (d0 ) ∩ T HT (u0 )] ∪ T T (d0 , u0 ). These are existing tags evoked by the textual content of both d0 and u0 . They may include
tags previously assigned to d0 by other users (if d0 is part of the training data,
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T H(d0 ) = ∅) or by u0 to other documents (if u0 is part of the training data,
T H(u0 ) = ∅).
3.2

Suggesting New Tags

In order to recommend tags that do not currently exist in the tag space, we make
use of the document and user representations in the concept space. Therefore,
for a given bookmark (u0 , d0 ), recommendations are generated using [T HT (d0 )
∩ T HT (u0 )] ∪ T C(d0 , u0 ). Lymba’s submission for the RSDC’08 Challenge
made use of this tag recommendation mechanism.

4 Data Preparation and Processing
4.1

Experimental Data

For the RSDC’08 Challenge, we received bookmarking data from BibSonomy3 ,
a web-based social bookmarking system that enables users to tag web documents as well as bibtex entries of scientific publications. Brief statistics of the
data can be found in Table 1.
Table 1. RSDC’08 bookmarking data
Bookmarks Publications
Training
176,147
92,545
Average no. of tags
3.38
2.37
Test
16,195
43,348
Average no. of tags
2.12
2.27

Each bookmark was described by its URL (e.g., http://www.bibsonomy.org/),
a description of the URL (e.g., BibSonomy::home) that usually maps to its title
and an extended description of the bookmark (e.g., BibSonomy is a system for
sharing bookmarks and lists of literature.). We note that the user that is bookmarking a URL has complete control over the bookmark’s descriptions.
Each bookmarked publication is associated with values of bibtex fields such
as title, author, booktitle, journal, series, editor, publisher, volume, number,
pages, etc. In addition to this information, the entrytype, bibtexKey, bibtexabstract, and URL can be specified. The user can also input their own description
of the publication. Miscellaneous information is collected in the misc field. This
may include user comments, non-standard bibtex fields, e.g., isbn (1532-0626
3

http://www.bibsonomy.org
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(print), 1532-0634 (electronic)), doi (10.1002/cpe.607), and bibdate (Mon Feb
25 14:51:24 MST 2002). For instance, one of the publications bookmarked by
user 26 is described by the information shown in Table 2.
Table 2. Bookmarked publication in BibSonomy
Title
Author
Journal
Volume
Number
Pages
Year
EntryType
BibtexKey
BibtexAbstract

URL
Misc

Description

4.2

Temporal and real-time databases: a survey
G. Ozsoyoglu and R. T. Snodgrass
Knowledge and Data Engineering, IEEE Transactions on
7
4
513–532
1995
article
ozso95
A temporal database contains time-varying data. In a real-time database transactions have deadlines or timing constraints. In this paper we review the substantial
research in these two previously separate areas. First we characterize the time
domain; then we investigate temporal and real-time data models. We evaluate
temporal and real-time query languages along several dimensions. We examine
temporal and real-time DBMS implementation. Finally, we summarize major research accomplishments to date and list several unanswered research questions
http://ieeexplore.ieee.org/xpls/abs all.jsp?arnumber=404027
- I’m not clear why temporal databases are used. Does Amazon use them? I
suspect they just annotate the row with a timestamp as needed. - paper surveys
variety of research, quite extensive. Tries to combine temporal dbs with real-time
dbs.
sdasda

Data Normalization

Bookmarks are described by their URL. Thus, we planned to use the url hash
information associated with each bookmark to identify the unique list of bookmarked webpages. However, multiple URLs can pinpoint to the same webpage.
Table 3 lists the different URLs found in the training data that identify the BibSonomy main webpage. Therefore, our data preparation process included an
URL normalization step that unified the bookmarked URLs.
As a result of this step, several bookmarks were merged into a single bookmark to which we assigned the descriptions of the given bookmarks. For instance, seven URLs bookmarked by user 1339 point to the same webpage (Table 4). Clearly, user 1339 intended to bookmark different sections of the webpage (he also bookmarked the entire page), however, using existing social bookmarking tools, users cannot explicitly bookmark portions of documents. In Ta-
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Table 3. URLs describing BibSonomy
http://www.bibsonomy.org/
http://www.bibsonomy.org
http://bibsonomy.org/
http://bibsonomy.org
Table 4. Duplicate bookmarks were merged
User Id
1339
1339
1339
1339
1339
1339
1339
1339

URL
http://www.gehspace.com/arte26a30.htm#26
http://www.gehspace.com/arte26a30.htm#27
http://www.gehspace.com/arte26a30.htm#28
http://www.gehspace.com/arte26a30.htm#inicio
http://www.gehspace.com/arte26a30.htm#29
http://www.gehspace.com/arte26a30.htm#30
http://www.gehspace.com/arte26a30.htm
http://www.gehspace.com/arte26a30.htm

Tag(s)
arte
arte
arte
arte
arte
arte
arte
arte

ble 4’s last row, we display the bookmark that unifies the seven (URL,tags)
pairs.
A similar unification process was performed on the set of bookmarked publications. For publications, we used the simhash1 field information. In Table 5,
we display one example.
Table 5. Duplicate publications were merged
User Id Publication
Tag(s)
82
Title: How triadic diagrams represent conceptual struc- triadic formal concept lattices
tures, Author: Klaus Biedermann, Series: LNAI
analysis fba begriffsanalyse
forschungsgruppe tu ag1 formale darmstadt fca
82
Title: How Triadic Diagrams Represent Conceptual FCA OntologyHandbook
Structures, Author: K. Biedermann, Series: Lecture
Notes in Computer Science
82
Title: How Triadic Diagrams Represent Conceptual FCA OntologyHandbook
Structures, Author: K. Biedermann, Series: LNAI
82
Title: How triadic diagrams represent conceptual struc- triadic formal concept lattices
tures, Author: Klaus Biedermann, Series: LNAI, Lecture analysis fba begriffsanalyse
Notes in Computer Science
forschungsgruppe tu ag1 formale darmstadt fca ontologyhandbook

A second preprocessing stage was performed for all publications whose
misc field was comprised of (field,value) pairs. A manual review of all bib-
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tex fields stored in misc by one of the authors of this paper resulted in a map
that augments the existing information stored for a publication. For instance,
the values stored within misc for the field name englishtitle were added to the
title information. Similarly, the confname values augmented the booktitle information. However, not all bibtex fields stored within misc could be mapped
to already existing columns. Therefore, new fields were generated and populated with the corresponding values as stored in the misc field. Among the new
columns, we have classification, contents, keywords, review, subject, topic, and
others.
Given that we had this rich meta information for only some of the publications, we attempted to fill the missing information by exploiting the data
that digital libraries such as ieeexplore.ieee.org, portal.acm.org, or sciencedirect.com provide for the publications that they host. Thus, for any publication
whose URL pointed to one of these websites, we downloaded the html files,
parse them, extracted any piece of information that belonged to the publication’s metadata and stored them in the corresponding bibtex fields. We note that
the html files downloaded from these resources have a uniform structure and
can be easily parsed.
An additional data preparation step was required for the RSDC’08 data.
Most of the textual information that is associated with scientific publications
contains LATEX markings. By removing these markings, each publication was
associated with plain text that can be accurately processed by our natural language processing tools.

4.3

Data Processing

As mentioned in Section 2, each bookmark is associated with the textual content of the metadata that accompanies it and certain concepts are derived from
each piece of information. However, the importance of the identified concepts
differs from column to column. For instance, the concepts derived from a publication’s address field are less important than one ones derived from the journal
information which are less important than the title concepts when it comes to
the concept’s likelihood to become a tag assigned to the document. Therefore,
when we aggregated the concept information for a bookmark for the purpose
of deriving the bookmark’s representation in the concept space (T C(bi )), we
used various field weights that denoted the importance of the field. For Lymba’s
RSDC’08 submission we used a set of heuristics to assign weights to the different fields that describe the URLs and the publications. However, we plan to
learn these weights from the training data within a machine learning framework.
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5 Experiments and Observations
For the RSDC’08 challenge, we normalized the test data according to the processing described in Section 4.2. For the testing bookmarks/publications that
mapped to bookmarks existing in the training data, we returned the tags assigned
to these bookmarks according to the training data. 602 bookmarks/publications
were tagged by this process with a maximum average F-measure of 96.95% (at
top 1) and a minimum average F-measure of 96.70% (at top 2).
5.1

Results

In Table 6, we show the performance of the system on the RSDC’08 testing data.
The highest F-measure (21.33%) is achieved for the top 5 tag recommendations
with the highest precision at top 1 and highest recall at top 10. Our measures
of the system’s performance on the two types of bookmarks (URLs and publications) – also shown in Table 6 – releaved a significant difference between the
quality of the tag recommendations made for a publication (highest F-measure –
at top 5 – is 27%) and the quality of the recommendations made for a bookmark
(highest F-measure : 7%).
Table 6. Performance on the test data (average recall, precision and f-measure over the testing
bookmarks/publications for the top N tag recommendations – N ∈ {1, . . . , 10}). Performance
numbers are shown for the entire test data, only for bookmarks, and only for publications.
Top N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Recall
0.2062 : 0.0700 / 0.2572
0.2089 : 0.0656 / 0.2625
0.2515 : 0.0665 / 0.3207
0.3005 : 0.0684 / 0.3873
0.3468 : 0.0717 / 0.4497
0.3894 : 0.0745 / 0.5072
0.4266 : 0.0792 / 0.5565
0.4592 : 0.0816 / 0.6004
0.4865 : 0.0844 / 0.6369
0.5073 : 0.0860 / 0.6649

Precision
0.2062 : 0.0700 / 0.2572
0.1892 : 0.0629 / 0.2365
0.1749 : 0.0586 / 0.2185
0.1635 : 0.0537 / 0.2046
0.1540 : 0.0502 / 0.1929
0.1460 : 0.0469 / 0.1830
0.1389 : 0.0457 / 0.1737
0.1322 : 0.0437 / 0.1653
0.1257 : 0.0424 / 0.1569
0.1193 : 0.0412 / 0.1485

F-measure
0.2062 : 0.0700 / 0.2572
0.1986 : 0.0643 / 0.2488
0.2063 : 0.0623 / 0.2599
0.2118 : 0.0601 / 0.2678
0.2133 : 0.0591 / 0.2700
0.2123 : 0.0575 / 0.2690
0.2096 : 0.0579 / 0.2648
0.2053 : 0.0569 / 0.2592
0.1998 : 0.0564 / 0.2517
0.1932 : 0.0557 / 0.2428

A closer look at the set of 16,194 bookmarks given in the test dataset revealed 9,183 bookmarks were assigned a single tag (indexforum) which was not
among the top 10 tag recommendations returned by our system. These bookmarks are various articles from http://forum.index.hu. Table 7 displays three of
these bookmarks. The tag assigned to these URLs can be derived from their
common URL. However, our system recommends the concepts it identified in
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the bookmark’s content without joining them. For instance, our tag recommendations for the second URL shown in Table 7 are tft, monitorok, forum, article,
la, index, 9156398, hu, and 78013830.

Table 7. Quality of out-of-tag-space recommendations and in-tag-space recommendations measured on the test data
URL
Title
http://forum.index.hu/Article/showArticle?t=9096213&la=73045864 tomor,
szines
programozasi nyelv
http://forum.index.hu/Article/showArticle?t=9156398&la=78013830 TFT monitorok
http://forum.index.hu/Article/showArticle?t=9013231&la=34610778 Temetni jottem a Linuxot,
nem dicserni!

We evaluated the system’s performance on the test data from which we eliminated the 9,183 URLs from http://forum.index.hu. The performance, as it can
be seen in Table 8, improves by 4% (F-measure of top 5 tag recommendations).
Our immediate plans are to expand our system to include joined concepts in the
tag recommendations that it makes.

Table 8. System performance on the test data excluding the http://forum.index.hu bookmarks
Top N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Recall
0.2062 / 0.2439
0.2089 / 0.2470
0.2515 / 0.2974
0.3005 / 0.3554
0.3468 / 0.4101
0.3894 / 0.4605
0.4266 / 0.5045
0.4592 / 0.5431
0.4865 / 0.5754
0.5073 / 0.6000

Precision
0.2062 / 0.2439
0.1892 / 0.2238
0.1749 / 0.2069
0.1635 / 0.1934
0.1540 / 0.1822
0.1460 / 0.1726
0.1389 / 0.1642
0.1322 / 0.1563
0.1257 / 0.1486
0.1193 / 0.1411

F-measure
0.2062 / 0.2439
0.1986 / 0.2348
0.2063 / 0.2440
0.2118 / 0.2505
0.2133 / 0.2523
0.2123 / 0.2511
0.2096 / 0.2478
0.2053 / 0.2428
0.1998 / 0.2363
0.1932 / 0.2285

The difference in the system’s performance on the bookmark data as opposed to the test publications (Table 6) may also be cause by the difference in
textual content that the system associated with each bookmark/publication. The
bibtex entries were much richer in textual content when compared with the URL
descriptions.
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5.2

Impact of Tag Space Expansion

Our approach to tag recommendations (described in Section 3) enables us to
limit our suggestions to the existing tag space as well as expand the set of tag
recommendations to include concepts the were not previously assigned as tags.
In this section, we show the impact that the process of recommending out-oftag-space concepts had on the performance of our system. In Table 9, we show
the performance of the system when we limited the tag recommendations to the
tag space generated based on the training data. The highest F-measure, 10.04% –
achieved for the top 4 tag recommendations, is significantly smaller when compared with the system’s F-measure when it recommends concepts that do not
exist in the current tag space. The understanding of the bookmark/publication’s
content (the textual information that accompanies the URL/publication) doubles
the quality of the tag recommendations.
Table 9. Quality of out-of-tag-space recommendations and in-tag-space recommendations measured on the test data
Top N
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Recall
0.2062 / 0.0927
0.2089 / 0.0935
0.2515 / 0.1137
0.3005 / 0.1345
0.3468 / 0.1498
0.3894 / 0.1600
0.4266 / 0.1660
0.4592 / 0.1696
0.4865 / 0.1718
0.5073 / 0.1732

Precision
0.2062 / 0.0927
0.1892 / 0.0868
0.1749 / 0.0842
0.1635 / 0.0801
0.1540 / 0.0748
0.1460 / 0.0693
0.1389 / 0.0639
0.1322 / 0.0593
0.1257 / 0.0557
0.1193 / 0.0531

F-measure
0.2062 / 0.0927
0.1986 / 0.0900
0.2063 / 0.0968
0.2118 / 0.1004
0.2133 / 0.0998
0.2123 / 0.0967
0.2096 / 0.0922
0.2053 / 0.0879
0.1998 / 0.0842
0.1932 / 0.0813

6 Conclusion
In this paper, we briefly describe Lymba’s approach for generating tag recommendations for bookmarks/publications. We exploit the textual content that
can be associated with bookmarks, documents and users and generate models
within the concept space or the existing tag space. Using these rich models, our
tag recommendation system is able to suggest various concepts as tags for a
given bookmark. The quality of the tag recommendations generated from concept space (without being constrainted to the tag space produced by the training
data) exceeds by far the appropriateness of the tags suggested from the current
tag space.
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Further analysis is required to identify which features contribute and by how
much, towards a particular tag. The semantic relation between the tags in the tag
space can be exploited to obtain better weighting of tags and improved models
for documents and users.
Our future work will focus also on designing an “adaptive tag recommendation” system which uses the chronology of the bookmarking events to grow the
tag space and learn from all previously stored bookmarks.
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